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Q. Give a brief account of the civilization of the Indo Pak Sub 
 Continent  before the advent of Muslims. 
 
The ancient history of the Sub Continent of Indo Pak is very glorious. The 
archaeological discoveries have revealed to us the unknown grandeur of the Indus 
civilization. Sages like Budha and Mahavira preached, and the rulers of caliber of 
Chandra Gupta, Asoka, Kanishka, Samundra Gupta and Harsha ruled here. After 
Harsha ancient Indo Pakistan did not produce any great ruler who could combine at 
least northern India under his command. 
 
Muslims entered in the Indo Pak Sub Continent in the beginning of the eight 
century when Muhammad Bin Qasim conquered Sindh in 712 A.D. A brief review 
of the civilization of the Sub-Continent before the invasion of Mohammad Bin 
Qasim in as follows: 
 
Political Condition: 
Before the advent of Islam the Sub Continent was not politically united. It 
consisted of quite a good number of large and small independent states and 
scattered from north to south. At the time of Muslim invasions there were a great 
many Rajput Kingdoms in India. They had established their governments in 
Kanauj, Malwa, Ajmer, Delhi, Gujrat and Deccan. They were torn with disunion, 
vanity and jealousy. The clans were often at war with one another. They also 
lacked political foresight. They were utterly disorganized, and their methods of war 
were outdated. That is why they were unable to establish a vast empire, and they 
could not make a successful stand against the Muslim invaders. The political 
situation of Sindh was also not different from that of other kingdoms of India. 
When Mohammad Bin Qasim attached Sindh, he soon realized that he had not to 
fight against a huge army under the command of one Raja, rather he would have to 
face confrontation of a number of Rajas one by one. Since the military forces of 
the Sub-Continent were scattered, the Rajas was unable to collectively resist 
against the foreign invaders nor could they wage war against a common enemy. 
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Religious Condition: 
Before he advent of Islam, the people of the Sub – Continent were not the 
followers of one religion. The main religions prevalent at that time were Hinduish, 
Budhism and Hainism. The followers of these religions were not living peacefully 
with one another. The Raja in power propagated his favourite religion, and a large 
number of people would become its followers. But as soon as the government 
passed into the hands of a new Raja believing in another religion, the religion of 
the previous Raja lost its popularity. Some time before the advent of Islam, India 
was under the sway of Budhism, but when Mohammad Bin Qasim invaded Sindh, 
Budhism had been replaced by Hinduism, and the caste system was in practice all 
over the Sub Continent. 
 
Under cast system, the Hindu society was divided into various groups, and each 
group was cut off from the rest. The people were split up into four main groups 
according to their occupations: 
(i) The Brahmans: Their occupation was to acquire as well as to impart, and  
    to perform as well as to officiate the religious affairs.  
    They were held in high respect. The ministers of Rajas  
    were generally Brahmans. 
 
(ii) The Kshatriyas: Their occupation was to fight and defend the country.  
    The Rajas generally belonged to this class. 
 
(iii) The Vaishriyas: The people of this group were engaged in trade and  
    agriculture. 
 
(iv) The Sudras: This class consisted of the low class people who were not 
    admitted into any of the first three classes. They had to  
    serve other castes.  They were put to great torture even  
    for light mistakes. If a Sudra happened to hear Veda  
    being recited, his ears were filled with molten lead. 
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Economic Condition: 
The Indo – Pak Sub Continent has been blessed with all kinds of natural resources. 
Its soil infertile and therefore, it is ideal for agricultural purpose. Even in the 
ancient times, the Sub continent was known to be one of the richest regions in the 
World. At the time of Muslim invasions, the economic condition of the sub-
continent was quite satisfactory. Agriculture and trade were the main occupations 
of the people. There were big markets in the country. India had trade relations with 
Iran and Arab countries. Business transactions were made through barter system. 
Old methods of transport were used for trade purpose. River Indus was also an 
important means of transport for trade activities within the country. 
 
Social Condition: 
As already discussed, the Hindu society was divided into castes. The people 
belonging to lower castes were deprived of basic human rights. Sudras were not 
allowed to enter into the temples not could they draw water from Hindu wells. 
They were severely punished for trifles. They led a life worse than pet animals. 
 
Women were the most oppressed class in the Hindu society. They were just like 
toys in the hands of Hindus. Women were not allowed to conduct a second 
marriage after the death of their husbands. If a woman became widow she had to 
burn herself alive. This rite was called “Satti”.  
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Q. Write a note on Advent of Islam in the Sub Continent. 

 
Advent of Islam in the 

 Sub Continent 
 
The first Muslims to set foot on the soil of the south Asian subcontinent were the 
Arab traders. They had been coming to the Indian shore to sell their goods which 
brought them enclose contact with the local people when ever they came, they 
stayed for months on the Indian soil for the purpose of trade. These Muslims Arab 
traders stepped on the Indian soil for the first time in the first Hijra century. They 
impressed the local people by the fair dealing in business and left an ever lasting 
impact of their simplicity and piety. The first Indian national to embrace Islam was 
the ruler of small state known as “Kirning Noor” who impressed by the preaching 
party leader Sheikh Sharaf Bin Malik, and inter the fold of Islam. 
 
Soon after the new faith in the early seventh century A.D. and the first permanent 
Muslim foot hold in Kasim’s conquest of Sindh in 711 A.D. An autonomous 
Abbassid Caliphate was established with jurisdiction extending over Southern and 
central part of the present Pakistan. Quite a few new cities were established and 
Arabic was introduced as the official language. 
 
At the time of Mahmoon of Ghazni’s invension, Muslim rule still existed though in 
a weakened form, in Multan and some other regions. The Ghaznavids (976 – 1148) 
and their successors the Ghurids (1141 – 1206) were control Asian by origin and 
outlook and they ruled their territories which covered mostly the regions of present 
Pakistan from capital outside India. It was in the early 13th century that the 
foundation of Muslim rule in India was laid with extended boundaries and Delhi as 
the capital. From 1206 to 1526 A.D. five different dynasties held away, then 
followed period of Mughal as cadency (1526 – 1707) and their rule continued 
though nominally, till 1857. 
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Q. Discuss the services of Hazrat Mujaddid – Alifsani for reconstruction of 
 Islam and reforms in the society. 
 
Hazrat Mujaddid Alifsani was born 14th Shawwal 971 A.H (154 A.D) at Sirhind. 
He was son of a learned scholar “Makhdom Shaikh Abdul Ahad” from whom he 
received his early education. He studied “Hadith Fiqh”, “Tafsir” and Arabic 
Literature. 
 
He became a disciple of Hazrat Khawaja Baqi Billah Naqshbandi, after the 
meeting he started instructing the Muslims the principles of true Islam, his 
teachings and instructions had for reaching effects on the thinking of the Muslims 
of the sub – continent. 
 
Hazrat Mujaddid started the ‘renaissance of Islam’. He opposed with all his might 
the irreligious practices of ‘Akbar’. His another greatest single contribution was 
the ‘Doctrine of Wahdatus – Shahood’. Hazrat Mujaddid organized and trained a 
team to preach Islam. He was bold enough to refuse to perform ‘Sijdah’ at 
Jehangir’s court. He was against the teachings of ‘Bhakti’ as he rejected all un-
islamic practices. He firmly opposed the ‘Hindu revivalism’. One can safely say 
that Hazrat Mujaddid was the fonder of “Two Nation Theory”. In the field of 
composition he achieved great heights. 
 
Q. Describe the teachings and reforms of Shah Wali Ullah. 
 
Shah Wali Ullah was born in 1703. His father was a great scholar and a renowned 
Sufi and Shah Wali Ullah received his early education from his father. Shah Wali 
Ullah was a brilliant student. He went to Arabia for further studies. The most 
fruitful period of his life started when he came back to Delhi. He realized the cause 
of the decline of Muslim rule and power in India, which was the result of decay of 
the social order, and moral collapse of the Muslim society. He started work for the 
moral regeneration of the Muslim of India, which was by no means an easy task. 
He worked for the unity of Muslim and tried to arouse the lazy and lethargic 
Muslim rulers and nobles. 
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It was he who invited “Ahmed Shah Abdali” to attack India and defeat the 
“Marhattas”. 
 
One of the greatest works done by Shah Wali Ullah was the translation of Holy 
Quran into Persian. He also tried his best to bring different sects of Muslim closer. 
He urged the Muslims to do productive work to earn livelihood and follow the 
principles of Islam of equilibrium and balance. 
 
Q. Describe the causes and results of the decline of the Muslim community in 
 Indian Sub – Continent. 
 
There were many causes which resulted in the decline of the Muslim rule, power 
and Muslim community in the Indian Sub – Continent. The main causes can be 
summed up as follows: 
 

i) The most important factor was the distance between the Muslims and the 
teachings of Islam. 
 

ii) Muslims were divided into various sects and were fighting among 
themselves. 

 
 

iii) The Muslims became fond of luxurious life and refrained from hard 
work. 
 

iv) Muslims became lazy and lethargic. They instead of doing hard work, 
establishing trade, commerce and industries, they wasted their talent and 
energies. Due to lack of hard work they became poor and poorer, weaker 
and weaker. 
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v) The Muslim did not take any interest in educating themselves and their 
children. Lack of education made the Muslims backward and led to their 
decline. 

vi) Muslims became an easy target of many evils due to poverty, lack of 
modern education and lack of Islamic education, all these factors further 
sped their decline. 
 

vii) The decline of Muslims ultimately caused them to loose their sultanate to 
the Britishers. 

 
Q. Describe the causes of the War of Independence of 1857. Also describe the 
 impact of the failure of this on Muslims. 
 
There were many causes of the war of independence of 1857, the following are the 
main causes: 
 

i) The British left no stone unturned in expanding their rule and annexing 
more and more land. The Indian princes were forced to recognize the 
supremacy of the British. 
 

ii) Annexation of Sindh and Oudh was an act of unnecessary aggression. 
Huge sums of money were extracted from the nobles. This act alienated 
the people of Sindh and Oudh. 

 
 

iii) The doctrine of Lapse agitated the minds of the Indian public as well as 
the rulers of the states. This doctrine gave the right to the British 
government to annexation of states which did not have heirs. 
 

iv) The way in which the Britishers treated and humiliated the Mughal 
emperor was resented and it raised anger and hatred against the 
Britishers. 
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v) The British had converted India into a colony. They used to take all the 

raw material from India at very cheap rates and sold the finished goods 
back to Indians at very high rates. The local industries became paralyzed, 
the number of jobless persons increased, the tyranny of local land lords 
added fueled to the fire and resulted in increased hatred against the 
Britishers, as the natives called Britishers “the blood sucking leaches”.  
 

vi) The Hindus and Muslims were afraid of the social and administration 
reforms which the Britishers wanted to introduce and impose. 

 
 

vii) The establishment of Churches and the activities of the Christian 
missionaries stranged the Hindus and Muslims alike and they refused to 
compromise as far as the religious matters were concerned. 
 

viii) The Britishers treated the locals with hatred and contempt. The locals 
were treated like slaves. 
 

ix) The introduction of a new type of greased cartridges became the 
immediate cause of an uprising which turned into a war of independence.  
 

 

Results and Effects of the War of Independence 
 
The freedom fighters last the war due to many reasons. The Mughal emperor was 
dethroned, the power passed to the British crown and the Queen of England also 
became the Queen of India. 
 
The Muslims suffered a lot after the war of independence. They lost their honour, 
properties and were mercilessly killed. The Britishers put the whole blame on the 
Muslims. The Muslims who already lagged behind in education and financial 
institutions, found the doors closed for them as the Britishers were doubtful of their 
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loyalties and integrity. On the other and the Britishers had a firm grip on the whole 
of the sub continent and their authority was unquestionable. The Brisith took more 
care of internal development. The doctrine of lapse was abolished.  
 
 
 
 
Q. Write a detailed note on Aligarh Movement with special 
 reference to Sir Syed Ahmed Khan. 
 
Sir Syed Ahmed Khan was, without any doubt one of the greatest leaders and 
reformers, who worked day and night to pull the Muslims of India out of their 
plight after the war of independence. He was a man of great foresight and realized 
the importance of modern education. He delivered the Muslims from the ignoble 
life in which they had been thrust in and gave them a new life in social, religious, 
educational, literary and political fields. He wrote books and pamphlets to dispel 
the presumption that only Muslims were responsible for the war of independence 
on the other hand he urged the Muslims to come to terms with ground realities, to 
stop living in the past and think about the future. 
 
He got many books about science and other subjects translated into Urdu for the 
sake of Muslims. He established Aligarh college which latter on become a 
university. Sir Syed Ahmed Khan was the pioneer of the two nation theory and he 
convinced Muslims to keep away from joining the Congress party. 
 

Sir Syed as Reformers: 
The British were so prejudiced because they knew that the exact details about the 
cause of the 1857 war. In the other hand the Muslim had developed a sense of deep 
hatred against the British, on account of their oppressive measures. Sir Syed set 
himself do educated both the ruler (the British) and the rulers (Muslim) for 
educating Muslims, he published pamphlet entitled “Asbab Baghawat Hind” the 
copies of this pamphlet were dispatched to all high officials and the member of 
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British parliament. The suggestions of Sir Syed were accepted and Indians were 
given representation according to the Indian Councils act of 1861. 
 

The Aligarh Movement: 
Realizing that education was the key to progress of Muslim, Sir Syed Ahmad Khan 
started the famous Aligarh Movement which had many inspects, covering almost 
all fields of life e.g. educational, social literary, economical, political and religion. 
 
 
 i) Educational Aspects: 
 Sir Syed emphasize upon the development of Muslim education, the most, 
 because he  thought it would give two fold results. The Muslim would 
 receive education in English and western sciences. 
 
 ii) The Social Aspects: 
 Syed Ahmad Khan also thinks to make better the social condition of the 
 Muslims. For this purpose he emphasized upon the popularity of education 
 amongst Muslims. He  obtained the services of many Englishman as 
 teacher in his M.A.O. 
 
 iii) The Literary Aspects: 
 The Aligarh Movement was responsible a great deal for the promotion of 
 modern Urdu language and literature. 
 
 iv) The Religious Aspects: 
 The political and economic depression made the Muslims an easy prey to 
 many  superstitions etc. he also published books in which he opposed and 
 criticized the views of many Christian writer. 
 
 v) The Political Aspects: 
 Prior to 1867 (Hindu agitation against Urdu at Banars). Sir Syed Ahmed 
 worked for the whole country and nation. He said that Muslims and Hindus 
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 are two nations with separate  and very often conflicting, economic, 
 political and cultural interest. 
 
 Sir Syed Ahmad Khan was the first Muslim to use the word “Nation” so the 
 creation of  Pakistan is greatly indebted to his “Two Nation Theory”. 
 

 

 

 

 

Q: Describe Ideology of Pakistan and two nation theory in detail. 
  
DEFINITION OF IDEOLOGY 
Science of ideas, visionary speculations and manner of thinking, characteristic of a 
class or individual, ideas on the basis of some economic, social or political theory 
or system is called Ideology. It contains those ideals, which a nation survives to 
accomplish in order to bring stability to its nationhood. Define ideology, George 
Lewis says: 
 

“Ideology is a plan or program which  
is based upon philosophy.” 

 
IDEOLOGY OF PAKISTAN 
Pakistan is an ideological state and the ideology of Pakistan is an Islamic ideology. 
Its basic principle being: 
 

“The only sovereigner is Allah.” 
 
Islam acted as a nation building force before the establishment of Pakistan. 
Ideology of Pakistan basically means that Pakistan should be a stage where the 
Muslims should have an opportunity to live according to the faith and creed based 
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on the Islamic principles. They should have all the resources at the disposal to 
enhance Islamic culture and civilization. Quaid-e-Azam said: 
 

“Pakistan was created the day the first Indian  
national entered in the field of Islam.” 

 
From the above statement, it is clear that ideology of Pakistan is an Islamic one. 
 
TWO NATION CONCEPT 
The fundamental concept of ideology is that Muslims should get a separate 
identity. They should have a separate state where they could live according to 
Islamic rules and principles, profess their religion freely and safeguard Islamic 
tradition. On one occasion Quaid-e-Azam said: 
 

“The Muslims demand Pakistan where they can rule in accordance 
 with their own system of life, their cultural development,  

their traditions and Islamic laws.” 
 
Thus the fundamental concept of ideology led to the concept of two nations in the 
sub continent and resulted in the formation of Pakistan. 
 
BASIC POINTS OF IDEOLOGY OF PAKISTAN: 
Muslims are different Hindus in every aspects, their culture, civilization, customs 
and religion all are entirely different. 
 
The Muslims need a free state for protection of their separate where they can live 
in accordance with their faith, belief and follow the Islamic codes. 
 
IMPORTANCE OF IDEOLOGY IN NATIONAL LIFE 
Ideology is a motivating force for a nation, which is striving hard to bring stability 
and homogeneity to its nation hood. Its provide the binding force to the scattered 
groups in a society and bring them close to each other on a common platform. 
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Ideologies impel their adherence to follow a joint linked action for the 
accomplishment of their goal. Ideologies give shape to the revolutions and create 
new cultures and civilizations. They stress on their adherents insist on the 
realization of their ideal throughout total transformation of society. An urgent 
agreement with each other of the ideals is most vital pre-requisite of an ideology. 
 
CONCLUSION: 
The fundamental concept of ideology of Pakistan is that Muslims are a separate 
nation having their own culture, literature, religion and way of life. They cannot be 
merged in any other nation. They should be able to develop their culture and 
religious traditions in an Islamic state and they should be able to create a true 
Islamic society for themselves. 
 
Thus the ideology of Pakistan which developed through the period of Muhammad 
Bin Qasim and others and followed by political leaders like Quaid-e-Azam was 
materialized in 1947. 
 
 
Q. Define the Ideology of Pakistan in the statements of Quaid-e-
 Azam and Allama Iqbal. 
 
 
IDEOLOGY OF PAKISTAN AND QUAID-E-AZAM 
Quaid – e – Azam Mohammad Ali Hinnah, the great leader of Muslims of Sub 
Continent gave practical shape to the ideology given by Allama Iqbal. He had a 
strong believe in Hindu Muslim unity and was of the opinion that both Hindus and 
Muslims should launch joint efforts to get rid of British rule. 
 
ADDRESS AT SECOND ROUND TABLE CONFERENCE IN 1913 
Quaid-e-Azam believed that Congress and Hindus would never recognize the 
rights of Muslims. He declared while presenting the Muslims in the Second Round 
Table Conference in 1913.  
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“The Hindu Muslim dispute must be settled before the enforcements of any 

system or constitution. Until you do not give guarantee for the 
 safeguard of the Muslim interests, until you do not win their 

 (Muslims) co-operations, any constitution you enforce 
 shall not last for even 24 hours.” 

 
QUAID-E-AZAM AND TWO NATION THEORY: 
Quaid-e-Azam was a firm advocate of two nation theory which became the 
ideological basis Pakistan. He considered the Muslims as a separate nation. He 
said: 
 

“Pakistan was created the day the first Indian National entered 
 in the field of Islam.” 

 
He defined the two nation theory as: 

“The Muslims are a nation by every right to establish their separate homeland. 
They can adopt any means to promote and protect their economic social, 

 political and cultural interests.” 
 
ADDRESS ON 23RD MARCH, 1940 – PAKISTAN RESOLUTION 
 
At the historic session of the Muslim League at Lahore, he said: 
 

“The mussalmans are not a minority. They are a nation by any definition.  
By all canons of international law, we are a nation.” 

 
In his presidential address at the annual session of Muslim League at Lahore in 
1940, he said: 
 

‘India is not a nation, nor a country. It is a Sub Continent of nationalities. 
Hindus and Muslims being the two major nations. The Hindus and 

 Muslims belongs to two different religions, Philosophies, social  
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customs and literature. They neither intermarry nor interdine  
and they belong to two different civilization which are 
 based mainly on conflicting ideas and conceptions.  
Their aspects on life and of are different. It is quite  

clear that Hindus and Muslims derive their 
 inspiration from different sources of history.” 

 
ADDRESS ON MARCH 8, 1944 
 
While addressing the students of Muslim University, he said: 
 

“Hindus and Muslims through living in the same town and villages, 
 had never been blended into one nation. They were 

 always two separate entities.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
QUAID-E-AZAM AND MILLAT-E-ISLAMIA: 
Quaid-e-Azam emphasized on the Islamic ideology as being the basis of the 
struggle for Pakistan because he believed that only Islam was the unifying force of 
the Muslim Millat. He said: 
 

“What relationships knits the Muslims into on hole, which is the formidable 
 rock on which the Muslim edifice has been erected, which is the  

sheet anchor providing base to the Muslim Millat,  
the relationship, the sheet anchor  

and the rock is Holy Quran.” 
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ADDRESS AT ISLAMIA COLLEGE, PESHAWAR 
In 1946, Quaid-e-Azam declared: 
 

“We don’t demand Pakistan simply to have a piece of land but we want a 
laboratory where we could experiment on Islamic principles.” 

 
ADDRESS ON 18TH JUNE 1945 
In his message to the frontier Muslim student federation, he said: 
 
“Pakistan only means freedom and independence but Muslims Ideology, which 

has to be preserved which has come to us as a precious gift and treasure and 
which we hope, others will share with us.” 

 
CONCLUSION: 
The above saying and statements largely prove that Quaid-e-Azam wanted a 
establish an Islamic system as a code life because he believed that it was the sole 
objective of the Pakistan movement. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IDEOLOGY OF PAKISTAN IN THE LIGHT OF 
 STATEMENTS OF ALLAMA IQBAL 

 
PRELUDE: 
Allama Iqbal the poet, philosopher and a great thinker with the help of his poetry 
tried to awaken the Muslims of the sub continent. He believed the separate identity 
of Muslims as a nation. 
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In 1930, Allama Iqbal presented his mature political opinion on the political fate of 
Indian Muslims in his presidential address at Allahbad at the annual session of 
Muslim League. He said: 
 
“I am fully convinced that the Muslims of India will ultimately have to establish 
a separate homeland as they could not live with the Hindus in the United States.” 
 
He also said: 
 

“India is a continent of human beings belonging to different races, speaking 
different languages and professing different religions…, I therefore 

 demand the formation of a consolidated Muslims state  
in the best interest of India and Islam.” 

 
He stressed on the formation of a separate state by saying: 
 

“I would like to see the Punjab, North West Frontier Province, Sindh and 
Baluchistan amalgamated into a single state self – government  

with in the British Empire, the formation of a consolidated 
 North – West Indian Muslim state appears to me to be the  

final of the Muslims at least of North West India. 
 
 
 
 
 
Q. What factors created the idea of a separate homeland? 
 

FACTORS CREATING THE IDEA OF A  
SEPARATE HOMELAND 
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Ideology of Pakistan was created hen Muslims of Indo-Pak Sub Continent 
developed a specific attitude of mind that they are different from Hindus. This was 
due to the injustices done to the Muslims by British and Hindus. Some of them are: 
 
1. Anti Muslim Campaign: 
The Hindus and British joined hands to destroy the faith, belief, customs and 
national importance of Muslims because Muslims rebellion was creating much 
problem for both. 
 
2. No acceptance of British Rule: 
Muslims had been ruling the Sub Continent for ages. Therefore, they could not 
resist any power over them, when British came to rule the Sub Continent, Muslims 
were the only nation who opposed them. Thus, in order to gain power, British had 
to crush the Muslims collectively. 
 
3. Hindus Betrayed Muslims: 
In the beginning, Hindus appeared to be on Muslim’s side, but later on their 
hostility was exposed a they opposed various steps taken by British Government 
which purely benefited for Muslims. 
 
4. Refusal of Muslim Identity: 
British wanted to implement parliamentary system in Sub Continent in which the 
majority was the power and authority. Due to Hindu majority, it was probable that 
if British left India undivided, it would fall under the Hindus rule. Further more, 
Hindus did not accept the separate identity of Muslims and thus there were no 
chances of freedom even after the British rule. 
 
 
5. War of 1857: 
In 1857, Muslims and Hindus tried to expel the British out of India but failed. 
Later due to Hindu conspiracies, Muslims were held responsible for it and hence 
were crushed further by Britishers. 
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6. Sir Syed’s Idea: 
Sir Syed for the first time put down the idea that Muslims are a separate nation. He 
convinced Muslims to unite themselves in order to have a separate social and 
political identity. 
 
 

Q. Give the justifications of the demand of Pakistan. 
 

JUSTIFICATION OF THE DEMAND  
OF PAKISTAN 

 

Introduction 
 

Hindus and Muslims had lived peacefully together in India for centuries, but after 
the British invitation in South Asia and their undue support to Hindus, life became 
very difficult for Indian Muslims. In fact, the Muslims were a separate nation who 
always adhered to their religious identity. The British and the Hindus in spite of 
their great efforts could not put wedge into the Muslim unity and their national 
image and religious identity. 
 
The Basis of the Creation of Pakistan 
 
The two nation theory was the basis of the struggle for the creation of Pakistan 
which held that Hindus and Muslims were to separate nations. On one occasion, 
Quaid-e-Azam said: 
 

“Hindus and Muslims though living in the same towns and villages, had never 
been blended into one nation. They were always two separate entities”. 

 
There were a few factors which split the inhabitants of the Sub Continent into two 
nations. Let us examine each of them separately. 
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1. Religious Differences 
 
Hindus and Muslims belong to different religions. Muslims believe in the Tawheed 
(oneness of Allah) and equality of men. On the other hand, Hindus believe in 
multiple gods and Hindu society is divided into four different classes. Thus their 
lies the basic difference between Hindu and Muslim way. 
 
2. Cultural Differences 
 
Hindus and Muslims followed different social customs and traditions. The Hindus 
burnt their dead bodies while Muslims buried them. Hindus considered the ‘mother 
cow’ as a sacred animal and worshiped it while Muslims slaughtered it. 
 
3. Educational Differences 
 
The Hindus had advanced in the educational field because they readily and quickly 
took to the English education. The Muslims did not receive modern education, 
which heavily affected their economic condition. 
 
4. Language 
 
Muslims and Hindus wrote and spoke two different languages. The language of 
Muslims was Urdu and it was written in Arabic script. On the other hand, Hindus 
spoke Hindi and it was written in Sanskrit. Even this small difference led to a 
stirring conflict between the two nations. 
 
5. The Policy Conflict 
 
By the beginning of twentieth 20th century, the even had taken a new turn. The 
Hindus and British had joined hands to destroy the Muslims morally, socially, 
economically and politically. They reserved all higher civil, judicial and military 
appointments for Britishers only while Muslims were debarred from all official 
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positions. The Islamic educational system was replaced by British one. Then 
Muslims were forced to change their religion to Christianity and were compelled to 
send their children to co-educational institutes and abandon pardha. 
 
6. Atrocities of Congress on Muslims 
 
After formation of Congress Ministers Muslims had to bear their oppressive and 
tyrannical rule. Muslims were forbidden to eat beef. Those who slaughtered 
‘Mother Cow’ was killed. Islam was humiliated, prayers and Azans were 
interrupted. Hindi was made the official language. In addition to these, they 
launched a scheme called “Vidya Mandhi Scheme” to convert non Hindus to 
Hindus. Congress clearly stated: 
 

“India belongs to the Hindus and if Muslims wish to live in India, 
 they should accept Hinduism”. 

 
According to Nehru three coloured flags were hoisted to prove that: 
 

“There are only two parties in the country, the congress and the British”. 
 
7. Hindu Muslim Riots 
 
The Hindu Muslim riots increased during the Congress rule throughout the 
country. The Hindus were free to make the Muslim victims of their high 
handedness. The houses of Muslims were set on fire. Massacre of the Muslims 
became the routine of the day. 
 
CONCLUSION 
On the basis of above mentioned factors and bitter attitude of British and Congress 
the Muslims apprehended that they would lose their entity if they remained a part 
of Hindu society. Therefore they quitted Congress and demanded separate land on 
the ground that they were different nation from Hindus. According to Quaid-e-
Azam: 
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“The Muslims demanded Pakistan where they can rule in accordance with their 
own system of life, their cultural development, their traditions and Islamic law”. 
Q. Define Two Nation Theory.  
 

TWO NATION THEORY 
 
Meaning of Two Nation Theory 
 
The two nation theory in its simplest means, the cultural, political, religious, 
economic and social dissimilarities between the major communities, Hindus and 
Muslims of the Sub Continent. These difference of outlook, in fact, were greatly 
instrumental in giving rise to two distinct political ideologies which were 
responsible for the partition of India into two independent states. 
 

SIR SYED AHMED KHAN – 
THE PIONEER OF THE TWO NATION THEORY 

 
Sir Syed Ahmed Khan, the pioneer of two nation theory, used the word ‘two 
nation’ for Hindus and Muslims after being concined of the Hindus and Congress 
hatred, hostility and prejudice for the Muslims. 
 
The entire freedom movement revolved around the two nation theory which was 
introduced by Sir Syed Ahmed Khan. He considered all those lived in India as one 
nation and was a great advocate of Hindu-Muslim unity. Speaking at the meeting 
of Indian Association he said: 
 

“ I look to both Hindus and Muslims with the same eyes and consider them as 
my own eyes. By the word ‘Nation’ I mean only Hindus and Muslims and 

nothing else, we, Hindus and Muslims live together on the same soil under the 
same government. Our interests and problems are common, and therefore, I 

consider the two factions as one nation”. 
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Sir Syed Ahmed Khan did his best to make the Muslims realize their differences 
with the Hindus with regard to religions, social and language national and 
international identity and for this purpose he diverted attention of the Indian 
Muslims towards a new idea of “Two Nation” or “Two Entities”. 
 
After Hindi – Urdu controversy, Sir Syed felt that it was not possible for Hindus 
and Muslims to progress as a single nation. He said: 
 

“I am convinced that Hindu and Muslims could never become one nation as 
their religion and way of life was quite distinct from each other”. 

 
TWO NATION THEORY IN THE VIEW OF  

ALLAMA IQBAL 
 
Allama Iqbal was the first important figure who propounded the idea of separate 
homeland on the basis of two nation theory. He firmly believed in the separate 
identity of the Muslims as a nation and suggested that there would be no possibility 
of peace in the country unless and until they were recognized as a nation. In the 
annual session of Muslim League at Allahabad in 1930, he said: 
 

“India is a continent of human beings belonging to different languages and 
professing different religions…. I, therefore, demand the formation 

 of a consolidated Muslim state in the best interests of 
 the Muslims of India and Islam”. 

 
QUAID-E-AZAM’S STATEMENT ON  

TWO NATION THEORY 
 
The most clear and emphatic exposition is found in Jinnah’s statement and 
speeches. He expounded the two nation theory in such detail that most Muslims 
and even some Hindus came to believe in its truth. He declared: 
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“Muslims are not a minority, they are one nation by every definition of the word 

nation. By all canons of international law we are a nation” 
 
Quaid-e-Azam reiterated that Hindus and Muslims could ever evolve a common 
nationality was on idle dream. They are a totally different nation. They have an 
unbridgeable gulf between them and they stand miles apart in regards to their 
ideals, culture and religion. In 1973, he said: 
 

“Hindustan is neither one country, nor its inhabitants one nation. This is Sub 
Continent which consists of many nations of which the Hindus and  

Muslims are two major nations”. 
 
Conclusion 
The Muslims apprehended that they would lose their identity if they remained a 
part of Hindu Society. They also came to realize the above mentioned differences 
between them and the Hindus and hence demanded separate electorate on the 
ground that they were different nation from Hindus. 
 
Hence it is right to say that this theory i.e. two nation theory is the basis of the 
creation of Pakistan because without this as a base, Pakistan would not come into 
being on 14th August, 1947, and we would not be breathing freely in this open air 
of Pakistan. 
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Q. What are the basis of the Creation of Pakistan? Discuss in detail. 
 

The Basis of the Creation of Pakistan 
 
The two nation theory was the basis of the struggle for creation of Pakistan which 
held that Hindus and Muslims are two separate nations. They in spite of living 
together for centuries could not forget their individual cultures and civilization. Al-
Beruni recorded his ideas in 1001 A.D in his famous book “Kitab-Ul-Hind” as: 
 
“The Hindus society maintained this peculiar character over the centuries. The 
two societies, Hindus and Muslims, like two streams have sometimes touched 

 but never merged, each following its separate course.” 
 
There are a few factors which split the inhabitants of the Sub Continent into two 
Nations. Let us examine each of them separately. 
 
1. Religious Difference 
The Hindus and Muslims belong to different religions. Islam preaches Tawheed 
(oneness of Allah) and believes in equality of man before law, Muslims are the 
believers of God. The Holy Prophet (PBUH) the Holy Book Quran and hold a 
cohesive approach towards life. 
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Hinduish, on the other hand is based on the concept of multiple Gods. Their 
society follows a caste system and is divided into four classes and have a very 
narrow approach towards life. 
 
2. Hindu Nationalism 
A number of Hindu nationalist movements, which emerged from time to time in 
the Indian history, added fuel to the fire by playing up the tension and antagonism 
which already existed between the two communities. 
 
3. Cultural Differences 
Hindus and Muslims followed different social customs and traditions. The Hindus 
burnt their dead bodies while Muslims buried them. Hindus considered the ‘mother 
cow’ as a sacred animal and worshiped it while Muslims slaughtered it. They 
performed ‘sati’ while Muslims abhorred this tradition. The Hindus and Muslims 
did not intermarry nor they inter-dine. 
 
4. Social Differences 
The two communities of the Sub Continent differ in their social life as well. The 
clothes, the foods, the household utensils, the layout of homes, the words of 
salutation, the gestures and every thing about them was different and immediately 
pointed to their distinctive origin. 
 
5. Economics Differences 
After 1857, the Muslims economy was crushed and all trade policies were framed 
in such a way so as to determent the Muslim condition. They were thrown out of 
Government services and their estates and properties were confiscated, while the 
Hindus were provided with ample opportunities to progress economically. 
 
6. Educational Differences 
The Hindus had advanced in the educational field because they readily and quickly 
took to the English education. The Muslims did not receive modern education, 
which heavily affected their economic condition. 
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7. Political Differences 
The political differences between the Hindus and Muslims have played an 
important role in the development and evolution of Two Nation Theory. 
 
(i) Hindi, Urdu 
In 1867, Hindus demanded that Urdu should be written in Hindi Script instead of 
Persian script. This created another gap between Hindus and Muslims. 
 
(ii) Congress Attitude 
The Indian national Congress was founded in 1885. It claimed to represent all 
communities of India but oppressed all Muslims ideas and supported the Hindus. 
 
 
 
 
(iii) Partition of Bengal 
In 1905, the partition of Bengal ensured a number of political benefits for the 
Muslims, but the Hindus launched an agitation against the partition and partition 
was annulled in 1911. 
 
8. Language 
Muslims and Hindus wrote and spoke two different languages. The language of 
Muslims was Urdu and it was written in Arabic script. On the other hand, Hindus 
spoke Hindi and it was written in Sanskrit. Even this small difference led to a 
stirring conflict between the two nations. 
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Q. What are the important political events from 1940 to 1947? 
 

POLITICAL EVENTS FROM 1940 TO 1947 
 
Introduction 
The era from 1940 to 1947 is the era of rapid changes. Many important events in 
the most prominent among them. In the past, the demand of Pakistan was not 
raised clearly. it was due to Muslim achievements in this period that now we are 
living in a sovereign and independent state. The political events from Pakistan 
resolution to the establishment of Pakistan are summarized under: 
 
1940 
 
23rd March – Pakistan Resolution 
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The attitude of the Hindus made it clear that the Hindus and the Muslims were two 
separate nations. On march 23rd, at the annual session of Muslim League at Lahore, 
the famous resolution, commonly known as the Pakistan resolution was passed. It 
was presented by Maulvi Fazal Ul Haq. Quaid-e-Azam said in his address: 
 
“By all means Muslims are one nation and they need a separate homeland where 

they could live their spiritual, cultural, economical, social and 
 political lives independently”. 

 
8th August – August Offer 
It was proposed to enlarged governor general councils to include members from 
political parties. War advisory committee was also launched. Both league and 
Congress rejected the offer. 
 
1942 
 
12th – 15th April – Civil Disobedience Movement 
28th session of League was held at Madras in which a resolution was adopted on 
Civil Disobedience Movement launched by Congress. 
 
23rd March – Crisp Mission 
Sir Stafford Crisps was sent by the British Government to India, to discuss with 
Indian leaders the future Indian Constitutions. His proposal was rejected by both 
the Congress and the League. The Congress Characterized them us “a post-dated 
cheque on a failing bank.” Jinnah said that if these were accepted “Muslims would 
become a minority in their majority provinces as well”. 
 
8th August – Quite India 
Congress initiated it against British, it was “open rebellion” due to which many 
people were killed league raised a slogan of “Divide and Quite India”. 
 
1943 
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27TH December – Action Committee 
It was formed to prepare and organized Muslims of India for coming struggle for 
achievements of Pakistan. 
 
1944 
 
9th September – Gandhi Jinnah Talks 
Gandhi held talks with Jinnah to discuss about the future of India, but no fruitful 
results came out of it because Gandhi did not accept Muslims as a separate nation. 
 

“The wall between Jinnah and Gandhi was the Two Nation Theory.” 
 
1945 
 
25th June – Simla Conference 
Lord Wavell called a conference at Simla. The conference failed to achieve any 
purpose due to one sided attitude of Lord Wavell. In this conference, Quaid-e-
Azam made it crystal clear that the Muslim League can represent Muslims of 
India. 
 
 
2nd December General Elections 
Elections for the central and provincial assemblies were held in 1945 – 1946 in 
which Muslim League won 30 seats of central legislative for Muslims and 430 
seats out of 495 in the provincial legislative. Quaid-e-Azam said on this occasion: 
 

“I have no doubt now in the achievement of Pakistan. The Muslims of India 
told the world what they want. No power of world can topple 

the opinion of 10 carore Muslims of India.” 
 
1946 
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24TH March – Cabinet Mission 
Cabinet Mission visited India in 1946 and submitted its recommendations to the 
Britishers. As a result Interium Government was formed but Congress and league 
couldn’t co-operate amongst themselves. 
 
9th – 9th April – Delhi Convention 
Quaid-e-Azam called a convention of all Muslim Leaguee members at Delhi. At 
the convention every member took the pledge to under go any danger for the 
attainment of national goals of Pakistan.  
 
16th August – Direct Action Day 
League withdraw its acceptance of Cabinet Mission and Direct Action Day was 
observed peacefully throughout India, except in Culcutta, where riots broke out. 
 
1947 
 
3rd June – 3rd June Plan 
Lord Mount Batten prepared the plan for transference of power according to the 
wish of people. He emphasized on the partition of country and told that it was the 
only solution of the Indian political deadlock. Both league and congress accepted 
the plan. 
 
 
18th July – Indian Independence Act 
In July, the British parliament passed the Indian Independence Act which was 
enforced properly. The Muslims of the Sub Continent finally succeeded in carrying 
out an independent Islamic State for Muslims. 
 
14TH August – Transfer of Power 
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The transfer of power ceremony was held in Karachi. On august 15, Quaid-e-Azam 
was sworn in as Governor General of Pakistan and Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan was 
appointed his Prime Minister. 
 

“That was the culmination of a long struggle which the Muslims of the  
South – Asia had weged for a separate homeland in the name of Islam.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q. What are the goals of All India Muslim League? Discuss in 
 detail the role of Muslim League in creation of  Pakistan. 
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ROLE OF MUSLIM LEAGUE IN THE 
CREATION OF PAKISTAN 

 
Introduction 
Anti partition agitation staged by Hindus made it clear to the Muslims that they 
must have a separate political organisation. In December, 1906 Muslim Leaders 
from all over the Sub Continent assembled in Dacca to attend the all India 
Mohammadan to establish a central political organisation for Muslims called the 
“All India Muslim League”. The Muslim League was established with the primary 
aim of the protecting the political rights of Indian Muslims and presenting their 
demands and problems before the British Government. 
 
FOUNDATION OF MUSLIM LEAGUE: 
The success of Simla Deputation made it imperative for the Muslims of the Sub 
Continent to have their own political organisation. In 1906 the Muslims of India 
founded a political party of their own known as “All India Muslim League”. 
 
CAUSES OF MUSLIM LEAGUE’S FOUNDATION 
The partition of Bengal by the British Government in 1905 greatly embittered the 
relations between Hindus and Muslims. The partition ensured a number of political 
benefits for the Muslim but the Hindus reacted towards the partitions of Bengal in 
a hostile and violent manner. This made it clear that the Hindus were not willing to 
give Muslims their due share. This violent protest of the Hindus convinced the 
educated Muslims that they could be redeemed only if they created their own 
political force and their own leadership. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
AIMS OF MUSLIM LEAGUE 
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The aims of Muslim league are given below: 
 
i. To safe guard and protect Muslims interests and to convey their demands to 
British Government. 
ii. To create a feeling of respect and good will in Muslim for the British 
Government. 
iii. To promote brotherhood between the different nations of India. 
 
ROLE OF MUSLIM LEAGUE  
 
The role played by All India Muslim League in the Creation of Pakistan is 
summarized under: 
 
1) Minto-Morley Reform Act – 1909 
The Muslims under the able leadership of the Muslim League now began to press 
for the separate electorate for the Muslims. The authorities accepted their demand 
in Act, called “The Minto – Morley Reform Act”, in 1909. 
 
2. Lucknow Pack – 1916 
In November 1916, two committees of League and Congress met at Calcutta and 
drew an agreement draft of political reform for India called “Lucknow Pact”. 
Through this pact the Congress recognized the separate status of Muslims. 
 
3. Simon Commission 
In 1927, Simon Commission was sent to India under the chairmanship of Sir John 
Simon to settle Muslim Hindu differences. It was rejected because there was no 
Indian member on the commission. 
 
4. Jinnah’s Fourteen Points – 1929 
The Quaid-e-Azam refused to accept the Nehru – report. In order to protect the 
Muslim’s point of view on the political issues of South Asia, he prepared a draft of 
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guiding principles consisting of 14 points, popularly known as “Jinnah’s Fourteen 
Points”. 
 
5. Allama Iqbal’s Allahabad Address – 1930 
In 1930, in his presidential address at annual session of League at Allahabad, Iqbal 
proposed the formation of a separate Muslim State by combining Northern and 
South Western Muslim majority region in Sub Continent. 
 
6. Day of Deliverance 
On 22nd December, Muslim League observed “Deliverance Day” to thank God for 
resignation of Congress Ministers. 
 
7. Pakistan Resolution – 1940 
The attitude of the Hindus made it clear that the Hindus and Muslims were two 
separate nations. On march 23rd, at the annual session of Muslim League at Lahore, 
the famous resolution, commonly known as the Pakistan Resolution was passed. It 
presented by Maulvi Fazal Ul Haq. Quaid-e-Azam said in his address: 
 

“By all means Muslims are one nation and they need a separate homeland 
 where they could live their spiritual, cultural, economical,  

social and political lives independently”. 
 
8. Cripps Mission – 1942 
Sir Stafford Cripps was sent by the British Government to India, to discuss with 
Indian leaders, the future Indian Constitution. His proposal was rejected by both 
the Congress and the League. The Congress characterized them as “a post-dated 
cheque on a failing bank” Jinnah said that: 
 

“If these were accepted, Muslims would become a minority in  
their majority provinces as well”. 

 
9. Gandhi Jinnah Talks - 1944 
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Gandhi held talks with Jinnah to discuss about the future of India, but no fruitful 
results came out of it because Gandhi did not accept Muslims as a separate nation. 
 

“The wall between Jinnah and Gandhi was the Two Nation Theory.” 
 
10. Simla Conference – 1945  
Lord Wavell called a conference at Simla. The conference failed to achieve any 
purpose due to one sided attitude of Lord Wavell. In this conference, Quaid-e-
Azam made it crystal clear that the Muslim League can represent Muslims of 
India. 
 

11. General Elections 1945 - 1946 
Elections for the central and provincial assemblies were held in 1945 – 1946 in 
which Muslim League won 30 seats of central legislative for Muslims and 430 
seats out of 495 in the provincial legislative. Quaid-e-Azam said on this occasion: 
 

“I have no doubt now in the achievement of Pakistan. The Muslims of India 
 told the world what they want. No power of world can topple the  

opinion of 10 carore Muslims of India.” 
 

12. Cabinet Mission - 1946 
Cabinet Mission visited India in 1946 and submitted its recommendations to the 
Britishers. As a result Interium Government was formed but Congress and league 
couldn’t co-operate amongst themselves. 
 
13. Delhi Convention - 1946 
Quaid-e-Azam called a convention of all Muslim League members at Delhi. At the 
convention every member took the pledge to under go any danger for the 
attainment of national goals of Pakistan.  
 
14. 3rd June Plan 
Lord Mount Batten prepared the plan for transference of power according to the 
wish of people. He emphasized on the partition of country and told that it was the 
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only solution of the Indian political deadlock. Both league and congress accepted 
the plan. 
 

Conclusion 
Muslim league thus got its object and Pakistan was created on 14th August 1947. In 
short we can say that the creation of Pakistan is the result of the ceaseless efforts of 
the Muslim League and the great heroes which dedicated their lives for the creation 
of Pakistan. If there were be no Muslim League the fate of the Muslims of the Sub 
Continent could not be changed. 
Q. Discuss the important national events from the Pakistan 
 Resolution to the establishment of Pakistan. 
 
Q. Describe the role of the “All India Muslim League” from 1940 to 
 1947 in the creation of Pakistan. 
 
The following is a chronologist list of events that took place during the period 
1940 to the establishment of Pakistan, 1947. 
 

1940 A.D. 
 
(i) Pakistan Resolution 23rd March 1940 
 The twenty seventh session of the All India Muslim League was held at 
 Lahore under the  chairmanship of Quaid-e-Azam and the league passed a 
 famous resolution known as  Pakistan Resolution, was presented by 
 Moulvi A.K. Fazal Ul HaqPremium of Bengal,  also known as “Sher-e-
 Bengal” and second by Chaudhry Khaliq-uz-Zaman and others.  The 
 resolution demanded that the Muslim majority areas as in North-Western 
 and Eastern  zones of India should be grouped to constitute independent 
 states in which the constituent  units should be autonomous and sovereign. 
 
(ii) August offer (August 18, 1940) 
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 The Indian Viceroy Lord Linlithgaw gave a statement know as “August 
 offer” which proposed to enlarge the Governor General’s Council so as to 
 include a certain number of  representatives of the political parties. The 
 Indian National Congress rejected the offer.  The All India Muslim League 
 considered the proposals as a step forward their goad on  28th August, 1940. 
 However the British Government included three Muslim  representatives in 
 the National Defence Council without consulting the All India Muslim 
 League. This led to the rejection of the “August Offer” by the All India 
 Muslim League also. 
 
 
 

1941 A.D. 
 
(iii) Civil Disobedience Movement: 
 In April 12, 1941 A.D. twenty eight annual session of the All India Muslim 
 league was  held at Madras and a resolution was adopted on the Civil 
 Disobedience. Movement started by the congress. This movement was 
 aimed at forcing the British Government to  accept the Congress demands 
 regarding the future constitution of India. The congress  wanted that power 
 should be transferred to their hands so that the Muslim nation should 
 become more subjects of Hindu Raj. 
 

1942 A.D. 
 
(iv) Cripps Mission 
 The British Government appointed a delegation under the chairmanship of 
 Sir Stafford  Cripps a prominent member of the war cabinet of England. The 
 Cripps Mission reached  New Delhi on March 23rd 1942 to hold discussions 
 with the Indian leaders because of  non-cooperation by the Indian leaders 
 and left after a fortnight. The Cripps Mission  however submitted its 
 own suggestions to the Government in April 1942 for  constitutional 
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 reforms. Congress rejected the Cripps proposals on the advice of Gandhi 
 who regarded it as a post dated cheque on a failing banks. The Muslim 
 league also  rejected than because the proposals did not concede Pakistan. 
 The All India Muslim League stood for separate independent states and 
 demanded the formation of two constituent assemblies instead of one. 
 
(v) League Session at Allahabad: 
 The twenty ninth session of the All India Muslim League was held at 
 Allahabad. The  Quaid-e-Azam told the audience that the proposals of the 
 Cripps Mission envisaged an  Indian Union and the All India Muslim 
 League was not going to accept anything less than Pakistan. 
 
 
 
(vi) Quit India Movement: 
 In August 9, 1942 the Indian National Congress decided to start “Quit India 
 Movement”  and demanded that the British government should immediately 
 withdraw from India. The congress leader advised his people to “do or die” 
 to achieve their aim. This movement  was termed as an “open rebellion” 
 against the British government in India. As a result of  the movement 
 many people were killed within few months and state property worth 
 rupees about one and half carore was destroyed. in response to congress 
 demand of “Quit  India”. The Muslim league demanded “Divide India and 
 Quit”. The league remained  aloof from the movement. Since it was 
 aimed as much against the Muslim as it was  against the British. 
 

1943 A.D. 
 
(vii) League session at Delhi: 
 The thirtieth session of the All India Muslim League was held at Delhi on 
 24th to 26th  April 1943, under the Chairmanship of Quaid-e-Azam 
 Mohammad Ali Jinnah. At the end  of his presidential address he said, 
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 that the time had come to take up the construction  program to built up the 
 nation so that it could march on the path of its goal of Pakistan. 
 
(viii) League session at Karachi: 
 In December 24, 1943 the thirty first session of the All India Muslim League 
 was held at  Karachi under the chairmanship of Quaid-e-Azam Mohammad 
 Ali Jinnah. In his  presidential address the Quaid-e-Azam said that the 
 Muslims of India had amply proved  not only to India. But to the whole 
 world that they were a nation. He also expressed his  determination that 
 he will not rest, unless he gets the territory that belongs to the Muslim 
 nation. He advised the Indian Muslims to resist any constitutional scheme 
 which stood  for a United India. 
 
 
 
 
 

1944 A.D. 
 
(ix) Rajagopahacharia Formula: 
 In August 1942 the member of the Congress working committee and Gandhi 
 were  arrested and sent to the prison for “Quit” India Movement which was 
 infact a revolt against the British government. In meantime RajGopalacharia, 
 former congress premier  of Madras, present his draft formula for a political 
 settlement between the congress and  All India Muslim League. The 
 formula stated that the Muslim League should cooperate  with the congress 
 in its effort to achieve independence for India. It provided that soon  after 
 the war a commission should be constituted which would indicate the 
 Muslim majority areas. The people of these areas would decide whether they 
 wanted a separate  state or not. For as certaining the desire of the people 
 arrangements were to be made for a  referendum and the political parties 
 were to be given a chance to propagate their point of  view. In case of 
 division, agreements would be concluded on matters like defence, 
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 finances communications etc. the formula stated that the transfer of 
 population would be  on voluntary basis but later these proposal of 
 Rajagopalacharia was rejected by the  Muslim league because it was against 
 the proposals of Muslim League. 
 
(x) Gandhi – Jinnah Talks: 
 After the Rajagopalacharia formula was rejected by the Muslim league. 
 Gandhi offered a  new formula. In fact Gandhi Jinnah talk were held at 
 Bombay to resolve the difference between the congress and All India 
 Muslim League on the issue of Pakistan. Mr Gandhi  was opposed to the 
 two nation theory which formed the basis of the Pakistan demand and  he 
 refused the Muslims the right of self determination these talks failed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1945 A.D. 
 
(xi) Wavell Plan: 
 Lord Wavell had been appointed as the viceroy of India. He arrived in India 
 on 4th June,  1945 A.D and prepared a plan known as Wavell plan. The plan 
 was proposed that the  viceroy would consult the Indian leaders in the 
 formations of a new executive council. The viceroy and that the proposed 
 new council would represent the main communities and would include 
 equal number of caste Hindus & Muslims. He also said that the  portfolio of 
 external affairs so far held by the viceroy, would also be placed in the charge 
 of an Indian member of council. 
 
(xii) Simla Conference: 
 Hold a political conference to which he invited Muslim League and 
 Congress representatives. The conference began in Simla on 24th June, 1945. 
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 From the very beginning it was clear that there was a fundamental 
 disagreement between the congress  and the Muslim league. The All India 
 Muslim League was pledged to the formation of a  separate homeland for 
 the Indian Muslims. Where as Wavell plan envisaged a United  India. The 
 All India Muslim demanded that all five members of executive council 
 should be nominees of the Muslim League. But the congress and viceroy of 
 India did not accept it the Muslim League leader (Quaid-e-Azam) took a 
 strong stand on these issues and the  Simla Conference failed to achieve 
 anything and finally ended on 14th July, 1945. 
 

1945 – 46 A.D. 
 
(xiii) Elections (1945 – 1946) 
 Lord Wavell announced that General Elections in India will be held during 
 winter (1945 – 1946). Both congress and Muslim League contested the 
 elections with utmost effort,  because on the results of these elections 
 depend the constitutional future of India. The  result showed a decisive 
 victory for Pakistan. The All India Muslim League captured all  the thirty 
 seats reserved for the Muslim in the central legislative Assembly and 446 
 out of 495 Muslims seats in the provincial assemblies. In Bengal the Muslim 
 league won 113 out of 119 seats. The electrons of 1945-46 proved that the 
 Muslim League alone represented the Muslims of India. 
 
(xiv) Convention of the Muslim Members: 
 A convention of elected Muslim members of the central and provincial 
 legislatures was held at Delhi, under the chairmanship of Quaid-e-Azam. A 
 resolution proposed by M. Hussain Shaheed Soharwardy. It was demanded 
 that Muslim majority zones in the North  East, and North West should be 
 constituted into a sovereign state and two separate  constitution making 
 bodies should be set up for Pakistan zones and the rest of Hindustan.  It also 
 demand for Pakistan zones and its implementation without delay are the 
 since qau non for the Muslim league cooperation and participation in the 
 formation of an interim  Government at the centre. 
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(xv) Cabinet Mission (May 16) 
 The Cabinet Mission Plan recommended that there should be a union of 
 India consisting of the British India and Indian states dealing with the 
 subject of Foreign affairs, defence and communication. All subjects other 
 than the Union subjects and all residuary shall rest  with provinces. 
 Provinces shall be free to from groups with executives and legislatures 
 and each group could determine the provincial subjects to be taken in 
 common. The plan recommended that a constitution making machinery will 
 be set up to frame the new constitution. This body will be elected by the 
 members of the provincial legislators and  after a preliminary meeting the 
 provincial representative will divide up into three groups. Group “B” would 
 compromise the north western Muslim majority province of Punjab, 
 Sindh, NWFP, Group “C” the north eastern Pakistan zones (comprising 
 Bengal and  Assam) and group “A” the Hindu majority provinces. 
 

1947 A.D. 
 
(xvi) June 3rd Plan: 
 Lord Mountbatten had been appointed as the last viceroy of India who was 
 replaced Lord Wavell, Lord Mountbatten arrived India on March 22, 1947. 
 He came charge with the  mission to make a peaceful transfer of power from 
 British to India hands. After the discussion with the congress and the 
 Muslim League, Mountbatten had worked out a  partition plan by the 
 middle of April 1947. The plan was issued in June 3rd, 1947 and is 
 known as “June 3rd Plan”. 
 
(xvii) Independence Act of 1947 
 On July 4th, 1947 the viceroy announced the partition plan on radio 
 according to this plan  India was divided into two sovereign states of 
 Pakistan and India and the British central  over India would finish on 15th 
 August 1947. The British parliament approved the  Independence Act on 14th 
 July 1947, by which Pakistan came into existence as the  biggest Islamic 
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 state of the World. Quaid-e-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah was the first 
 Governor General of the newly born state. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q. Write comprehensive note on the following: 
 a) Simple Conference 1945 
 b) Partition of Bengal 1905 
 c) Cabinet Mission 1946 
 
a) SIMLA CONFERENCE 1945 
 
In May 1945, the viceroy, Lord Wavell proceeded to London with his proposals for 
the political solution of India for talks with British Government. In the conclusion 
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of these talks, a definite plan of action was formulated which was announced by 
the secretary of state for India in the house of Common on 14th June 1945. 
 
In August 1945, viceroy Lord Wavell decided to hold a political conference to 
which he invited Muslim League and congress representatives. The conference 
began in Simla on 24th June, 1945 and lasted till July 1945. Muslim was 
represented by the Quaid-e-Azam, Liaqaut Ali Khan, Khawaja Nazim Uddin, Sir 
Muhammad Asadullah and Hussain Imam. The congress was represented by 
Maulana Abdul Kalam Azad, Khizar Hayat Tewana, Dr Khan Sahib and some 
other leaders. 
 
From the very beginning it was clear there was fundamental disagreement between 
the congress and Muslim league. Quaid-e-Azam took the stand that the congress 
could include only Hindu members in its quota to the executive council. This was 
challenged by Azad in the conference. Lord Wavell was prepared to accept four 
Muslim leaguers in the proposed executive council nominated by M.A. Jinnah and 
the fifth Muslim members in the Executive Council would be the nominee of 
Malik Khizar Hayat Tiwana. Jinnah thought that the inclusion of a Non – Muslim 
league member in the Executive Council would be a deadly blow to the Muslim 
league because it meant that Muslim League did not represent Punjab which was to 
be the heart of Pakistan. Jinnah also complained that thus Muslim League would 
be reduced to the minority of one third in the Executive Council as the 
representative of Scheduled castes, Sikhs and Christians were likely to vote with 
the congress. 
 
In result of Quaid-e-Azam stern attitude in the question of the nomination of 
Muslim members, the Simla conference met a total failure. 
 
b) PARTITION OF BENGAL 1905 
 
Bengal was an unwieldy province with population of 78 million people. Viceroy 
Lord Curzen divided it into two provinces on 1905. By combining its eastern part 
with Assam a new province of Eastern Bengal and Assam was creates. The 
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majority of population in the new province were Muslims who were now in a 
dominant position with chances of progress and development at the toil of the 
Muslim peasants of Eastern Bengal, found this partition a grave threat the their 
culture economic and political domination and were not prepare to see the Muslims 
in a superior position. A violent agitation for the annulment of the partition of 
Bengal was launched by the Hindus. 
 
All this resulted into pitched battles between the British and the Bengali Hindus. 
The whole movement degenerated into political murders. The movement took a 
clear anti-Muslim turn and was run and organized on Hindu lines. Hindu goddesses 
and dogs were appealed to and oaths were taken in the temple of Kali. It was well 
known that partition would benefit Muslims of the East Bengal. 
 
Mass movement was launched for a boycott of Lancashire manufactures in favour 
of Swadeshi, there was an outburst of terrorist activities. The Muslims because of 
their backwardness in education, political consciousness and modern means of 
publicity could not counter the Hindu and congress propaganda. They relied upon 
the assurance given to then by British officials and were disillusioned, the British 
Government submitted to the Hindu agitation, and in 1911 the partition of Bengal 
was canceled and the Muslims of Eastern Bengal reverted to their previous 
position of the subservience to the Hindus. 
 
 
 
 
 
c) Cabinet Mission 1946 
 
In February 1946, the new British Government a three members cabinet mission to 
the subcontinent to resolve the constitutional issues with the viceroy and the Indian 
political parties, but failed to evolve on agreed formula. Finally the cabinet mission 
announced its own plan which among other provisions envisaged three federal 
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groupings two of them comprising the Muslims majority province linked at the 
centre in a loose federation with three subjects. These three tier constitution plan 
which was as follows: 
 

(i) First there should be a union of India embracing both British India and 
states which should deal with the subjects of foreign affairs, defence and 
communication and have power to raise necessary finances. 

(ii) Second, the three sections of the constituent assembly would frame 
constitutions for provinces in their respective groups. Under the new 
constitutions after the first election the newly installed constituent 
assembly of a province would have the right to opt out of that Group. 

(iii) Third an interim Government shall be founded and all subjects including 
defence would be entrusted to reliable public leaders. 

 
The Muslim league accepted the plan as a strategic movie, expecting to achieve its 
objective in a non-too-distant future. The All India Congress also agreed to the 
plan but soon realizing its implications, the congress leaders began to interpret it in 
a way not visualized by the authors of the plan. This provided the All India Muslim 
League an excuse to withdraw its acceptance of the plan and the party observed 
August 16 as a “Direct Action Pay” to show Muslim solidarity in support of the 
Pakistan demand. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q. Discuss the Resolution of Pakistan and its Importance. 
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THE PAKISTAN RESOLUTION 
 
In 1940 the annual session of Muslim League was held at Lahore in Minto Park 
(Iqbal Park). Under the chairmanship of Quaid-e-Azam and a resolution was 
passed on 23rd March, 1940. The resolution was moved by Bengal Chief Minister 
Maulvi Fazal Ul Haq and secondary by Chaudry Khaliq-Uz-Zaman. It stated that: 
 
“No Constitution plan would be workable in this country or acceptable to Muslims 

unless it is designed on the following basic principles, viz, that geographically 
contiguous units are democrated into regions which should be so constituted, with 
such territorial adjustment as may necessary, that the areas in which Muslims are 

numerically in majority as in the North-Western and Eastern zones of India, should 
be grouped to constitute independent states in which the constituent units shall be 

autonomous and sovereign… adequate, effective and mandatory safeguards should 
be specifically provided in the constitution for minorities for the protection of their 

religion, cultural, economic, political, administrative and other rights.” 
 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS OF QUAID-E-AZAM 
The Quaid-e-Azam delivered a historic address at this moment highlighting the 
distinct national character of the Muslims of India. He said: 
 

“Musalmans are not a minority at is commonly known and understood. One has 
only got to look around even today, according to the British map of India out of 11 
provinces, 4 provinces where the Muslims dominate more or less are functioning 
not with standing the decision of the Congress High Command to non cooperate 

and prepare fore civil disobedience. Musalmans are nation according to any 
definition of a nation and they must have their homelands, their territory and their 

state. We wish to live in peace and harmony with our neighbours as a free and 
independent people. We wish our people to develop to the fullest our spiritual, 
cultural, economic, social and political life in a way that we think best and in 
consonance with our own ideas and according to the genius of our people.” 
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MUSLIMS ACCEPTANCE AND HINDUS REJECTION  
OF THE RESOLUTION 
The Resolution was unanimously accepted by the Muslims who had assembled the 
meeting plan in a large number. The Hindu readers and newspaper raise a hue and 
cry after the Resolution. They refused it and referred to the partition as 
“Vivisection of Motherland”. 
 
Gandhi said that: 
 

“Dividing India was like dividing a cow”. 
 
Quaid-e-Azam warned the Hindus that: 
 
“If the Hindus tried to get the whole of India they would loose the whole, but if 

they gave one-third to the Muslims they would get two third”. 
 

IMPORTANCE OF PAKISTAN RESOLUTION 
 
The Pakistan resolution is a land mark in the history of the Muslims of India. This 
famous resolution results in the creation of Pakistan. The acceptance of Pakistan 
resolution strengthned the Two Nation Theory which was the basis of Muslim 
struggle for independence. 
 
Conclusion 
Pakistan Resolution was a demand for the protection and safeguard of the national 
identity of the Muslims. With the passage of Pakistan resolution, the Muslims 
began to acquire new hope and confidence in their destiny. The resolution infused 
high spirits among the Muslims who were now determined to fight to the last 
minute for the accomplishment of Pakistan.  
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Q. Write a note on Allama Iqbal’s Presidential Address 1930. 
 

Allama Iqbal’s Presidential Address – 1930 
 
PRELUDE 
On December 30, 1930 the annual meeting of the All India Muslim League was 
held at Allahabad. Allama Iqbal presided over the meeting. On this occasion he 
delivered his famous historical address which proved to be a milestone in the 
proceeding to make a demand for an independent Muslim State. 
 
MAIN POINTS OF THE ADDRESS 
 
1. NWFP, Sindh, Punjab and Baluchistan should be combined in one state. 
 
2. The Muslims are entirely a different nation from Hindus. Their way of living 
and social manners are totally different from the Hindus. Their religion is entirely 
different from other relations. Thus the Muslims should get a state of their own in 
the area of Muslim majority where they may be able to cultivate their own 
religious and moral traditions. 
 
IMPORTANCE OF THE ADDRESS 
Iqbal’s speech at the League session created a mild flutter but generally it was not 
taken seriously. Though he had, in detail explained the basis leading to demand a 
separate homeland. He mentioned that Islam was not simply the name of a few 
creeds, the oral recognization of which would make our ideal Muslim. It had given 
its followers the concept of a particular and unique political society which covered 
all the phases of their life. 
 
Even though the Muslims of South Asia were disorganized and lay scattered in 
different parts of the region, yet their central position was the same. They had the 
same culture, the same history and same civilization. These elements gave 
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similarity and agreement to all the Muslims of the Sub Continent on the one hand 
and made them quite distinct from the Hindus on the other. 
 
In his presidential address, Allama Iqbal said: 
 

“I would like to see the Punjab, North West Frontier Province, Sindh  
and Baluchistan amalgamated into a single state. Self government  

within the British empire without the British empire, the 
 formation of a consolidated North West Indian  

Muslim State appears to me to be the final 
 destiny of the Muslims at least of  

north west India”. 
 
Conclusive Sentences: 
It is on his Allahabad address that Allama Iqbal is known as the dreamer of 
Pakistan. His address proved to be a milestone in the history of the Sub Continent 
and the creation of Pakistan. 
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Q. What is ‘Nehru Report’. Discuss in detail. 
 

NEHRU REPORT 
 
BRIEF ACCOUNT 
In November 1927, British Government appointed a statutory commission head by 
Sir John Simon to inquire into the constitutional affairs of the country. Since, no 
Indian was present in this commission, the Indians did not welcome the Simon 
Commission. When the members of this commission were talking about the 
political situation of India, the Congress called on all parties conference in Bombay 
on May 19, 1928. The Muslim League boycotted this conference. The all parties 
conference appointed a committee headed by Pandit Moti Lal Nehru to submit a 
report after considering the principles of a constitution for India. The committee 
recommended a proposal generally known as “Nehru Report”. 
 
IMPORTANT POINTS OF NEHRU REPORT 
 
The main points of Nehru Report are as follows: 
 

1. The Nehru committee demanded repudiation of separate elections. 
2. It demanded the Form of Government at the center would be Federal with 

substantial powers invested in the control of Government. 
3. It recommended the one-third Muslim representation at the central 

legislative. 
4. The committee demanded interdiction of reforming Baluchistan and NWFP 

provinces. 
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5. The foreign affairs, defense and army should be placed under the control of 
parliament and viceroy. 

6. Unitary form of the Government to establish in the center. 
7. Hindi should be the official language. 

 
 
 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS FROM NEHRU REPORT 
 

1. Nehru’s Recommendations were against the interest of the Muslim 
Community. 

2. The Muslims could not surrender their right to separate electorates. 
3. The principles of non-reservation and joint electorates were to make their 

position in Punjab and Bengal provinces. 
 
REACTIONS TOWARDS NEHRU REPORT 
The Nehru Report projected the Hindu leadership mentality ailed at the digestion 
of the Muslim nation under the cover of one nation in the India-Pakistan Sub 
Continent. 
 
Since the report was totally against the Muslims, therefore, Muslim league and 
other Muslim parties of the country rejected it. Quaid-e-Azam said: 
 

“As a young man he had been a keen owner of grey hounds, but he had never 
grey hounds deal with hare as the Hindus proposed to deal with the Muslims”. 

 
IN A NUT SHELL 
Thus, Nehru Report reflected the hostility, mental level and attitude of the Hindus 
towards the Muslims of India. All its proposals were made disregarding the 
interests of the Muslims. 
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Q. What was the role of Quaid-e-Azam in the formation of Pakistan? OR 
 As a former of Pakistan describe the role of Quaid-e-Azam. 
 

THE ROLE OF QUAID – E – AZAM 
 
Prelude 
The services and dynamic leadership of Quaid-e-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah in 
the Pakistan movement need no introduction. In this movement, the personality of 
Quaid-e-Azam and his immense struggle made the thought pall of the foundation 
of Pakistan easy and finally, the Muslims of India were successful in leading their 
destination for which they underwent a long journey under the Quaid. 
 

THE SERVICES OF QUAID-E-AZAM 
 
1. Politics 
During his stay in London, Mohammad Ali Jinnah thoroughly studies the British 
Parliament. He also remained the private secretary Dadabhoy Noorogi. He became 
the member of Indian National Congress in 1906 till 1909. Due to these activities 
his political understanding and his abilities in law had become a Universal truth. 
Therefore, when the elections of legislative council took place under Minto-Morley 
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Reforms, so the Quaid-e-Azam became the member of Council from Bombay. This 
was Quaid-e-Azam’s first step in politics. 
 
2. Ambassador of Hindu Muslim Unity 
Quaid-e-Azam was called the “Ambassador of Hindu Muslim Unity” because he 
thought it was important for the independence of Sub Continent that there is a 
complete unity among the Muslims and Hindus. In 1913, when he became the 
member of Muslim League, he made hectic efforts for the unity. 
 
3. Lucknow Pact 
In 1916, the joint session of the Muslim League and congress was held in 
Lucknow. On this historical occasion, an agreement was signed between the 
Muslims and Hindus leaders which could lay the foundation of Hindu Muslim 
unity, this agreement is known as Lucknow pact. The man who was behind this 
was Quaid-e-Azam. 
 
4. Quaid-e-Azam’s Fourteen Points 
In 1928, Pundit Moti Lal Nehru, presented a report which turned down all the 
Muslims demand. On the reply of Nehru report, Quaid-e-Azam made a chart of 
minimum demands of Muslims and it was known as “Quaid-e-Azam’s Fourteen 
Points”. This was the certainly the right answer to the Nehru report. 
 
5. Presidentship of Muslim League 
In 1933, Quaid-e-Azam was elected as the permanent President of Muslim League 
due to which he permanently came back to India in October 1935 and remained 
busy in the reconstruction of Muslim League. 
 
6. Government of India Act (1935) and Elections of 1937 
Quaid-e-Azam made some speeches in favour of Government of India act (1935), 
due to which the British Government accepted this act. According to Indian Act 
the provincial elections were scheduled in 1935. Quaid-e-Azam travelled 
throughout the country for the elections campaign so that he could unite the 
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Muslims opinion but his efforts did not proved to be successful. The Muslims 
suffered defeat even in Muslim majority areas. However, Quaid-e-Azam remained 
hard as rock during these difficult times. 
 
7. Popularity of League and Jinnah 
When the Muslims of majority provinces observed the rational attitude of the 
Congress, they tried to make the Muslim League effective and influential. 
Therefore, Punjab, Bengal and Sindh became near to Jinnah and the Muslims of 
these areas decided to work under the Muslim League. 
 
8. Pakistan Resolution 
On 23rd March 1940, the historical session of the Muslim League was held under 
the chairmanship of Mr. Jinnah at Minto Park, Lahore. At this historical occasion a 
resolution known as Pakistan Resolution was passed in which the Muslims demand 
for the first separate independent homeland. 
 
9. Jinnah – Gandhi Talks (1944) 
Gandhi held talks with Jinnah to discuss about the future of India, but no fruitful 
results came out of its because Gandhi did not accept Muslims as a separate nation. 
 
Louis Feisher wrote: 
 

“The wall between Jinnah and Gandhi was the Two Nation Theory”. 
 
10. Simla Conference - 1945 
Lord Wavell called a conference at Simla. The conference failed to achieve any 
purpose due to one sided attitude of Lord Wavell. In this conference, Quaid-e-
Azam made it crystal clear that the Muslim League can represent Muslims of 
India. 
 
11. General Elections – 145 – 1946  
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Elections for the central and provincial assemblies were held in 1945 – 1946 in 
which Muslim League won 30 seats of central legislative for Muslims and 430 
seats out of 495 in the provincial legislative. Quaid-e-Azam said on this occasion: 
 

“I have no doubt now in the achievement of Pakistan. The Muslims of  
India told the world what they want. No power of world can topple the  

opinion of 10 carore Muslims of India.” 
 
12. Formation of Pakistan 
On 14th August, 1947, Pakistan came into being as a separate self-governing 
dominion and the Quaid became the first Governor General of Pakistan. 
 
13. Problems of Pakistan and Jinnah 
The problems which the Quaid-e-Azam had to face as a Governor General of 
Pakistan were not only due to the happenings in East Punjab and to provide shelter 
for the millions of refugees. What immensely increased the difficulties of the new 
state was the fact that it had yet to organize itself. 
 
 
DEATH OF THE GREAT LEADER 
It was due to immense hard work for the Muslims that his health failed. The great 
leader breathed his last on 11th September 1948 and was buried at Karachi. His 
demise was mourned not only by Pakistan but by the whole world. 
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Q. Write a note on “Fourteen Points of Quaid-e-Azam”. 
 

Fourteen Points of Quaid-e-Azam 
 
Introduction 
In 1928, All Parties Conference was convinced to solve the constitutional problems 
of India. A committee was set up under Pandit Lal Nehru. That committee 
prepared a report which is known as “Nehru Report”. This report demanded 
“Dominion Status” for India. Separate electorates were refused and the reservation 
of seats for the Muslims of Bengal and Punjab was rejected. In this report, not a 
single demand of the Muslims was upheld. 
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In March 1929, at the annual session of All India Muslim League, he declared his 
famous fourteen points. 
 
JINNAH’S FOURTEEN POINTS – 1929 
 
1. Federal System 
The form of the future constitution should be federal with the residuary powers 
rested in the provinces. 
 
2. Provincial Autonomy 
A uniform measure of autonomy shall be granted to all provinces. 
 
3. Representation of Minorities 
All legislative in the country and other elected bodies shall be constituted on the 
definite principles of adequate and effective representation of minorities in every 
province without reducing the majority in any province to a minority or even 
equality. 
 
4. Number of Muslim Representative 
In the central legislative, Muslims representative shall be not less than one – third. 
 
 
5. Separate Electorates 
Representative of communal groups shall continue to be by means of separate 
electorates as at present provided it shall be open to any community, at any time to 
abandon its separate electorate in favour of joint electorate. 
 
6. Muslim Majority Provinces 
Any territorial re-distribution that might at any time be necessary shall not in any 
way, effect the Muslim majority in Punjab, Bengal and N.W.F.P. 
 
7. Religious Liberty 
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Full religious liberty, liberty of belief, worship and observance, association and 
education shall be guaranteed to all the communication. 
 
8. Three-Fourth Representation 
No bill or resolution shall be passed in any legislative or any other elected body if 
three-fourths of the members of any community in that particular body oppose 
such a bill. 
 
9. Separation of Sindh 
Sindh should be separated from Bombay Presidency. 
 
10. Introduction of Reforms in N.W.F.P and Baluchistan 
Reforms should be introduced in the North- West Frontier Province and 
Baluchistan on the same footing as in other provinces. 
 
11. Government Services 
Muslims should be given adequate share along with other Indians in the services of 
State. 
 
12. Protection of Muslims’ culture and language 
The constitution should embody adequate safeguard for the protection of Muslim 
culture, language, religion and civilization. 
 
 
 
13. One-Third Muslim Ministers 
No cabinet, either central or provincial be formed. Without being a proportion of at 
least one- third Muslim Ministers. 
 
14. Constitution 
No change shall be made in the constitution of state except with the concurrence of 
State constituting the Indian Federation. 
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The reasonable and moderate demands contained in the fourteen points, were 
rejected by the Hindus leaders which considerably widened the gulf between the 
two communities. 
 

IMPORTANCE OF JINNAH’S FOURTEEN POINTS 
 
A comparison of the Nehru Report with the Quaid-e-Azam’s Fourteen Points 
shows that the political gap between the Muslims and the Hindus had really 
widened. Fourteen points of Quaid-e-Azam became principles for Muslims of 
India. These points made it clear to Hindus and British Government that Muslims 
of India. Those points made it clear to Hindus and British Government that 
Muslims wanted their own identity without influence by Hindus. Fourteen Points 
not only revived Muslim League but also directed them on a new way. These 
points prepared the Muslims of India for a bold step to struggle for freedom. 
 
The importance of these points can be judged by the fact that these points were 
presented in the Round Table Conference of 1930. 
 
As a result, these points became the demands of the Muslims and greatly 
influenced the Muslims thinking for the next two decades till the establishment of 
Pakistan in 1947. 
 

 

 

 

 

Q. How was Khilafat Movement started? How did it come to an 
 end? Also write down its results. 
 
 

Khilafat Movement 
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In 1914, when the First Great War broke out, the Turks resolved to side with the 
Germans against the British. The Muslims of India wanted to help Britain but not 
at the cost of Ottoman Khilafat and the holy places in Turkey. The British rulers 
assured the Indian Muslims that the Ottoman Khilafat of Turkey would be restored 
to the Turks at the end of the war and their places would also be protected. But in 
1920, when the fate of Turkey was declared, it had been deprived of its own 
territories and the restoration of its holy places was out of question. In the 
Lucknow Session of All India Muslim Conference in the same year, All India 
Khilafat Committee was formed and the branches were established throughout the 
country. 
 
In May 1920, the Khilafat Committee passed a resolution to start a country-wide 
non – cooperation movement against the British Government. Mr. Gandhi gave full 
support to the Movement and tried his best to spread it to every nook and corner of 
the Sub – Continent. 
 
In the meanwhile, the religious scholars passed a verdict in favour of non 
cooperation and the movement grew stronger, by the mid of 1920, some 
enthusiastic religious scholars passed a fatwa that India was a Dar-ul-Harab 
(enemy territory), and the Muslims should therefore, migrate to some other free 
Muslim country and keep on striving for the liberation of their native land. 
Maulana Muhammad Ali Jauhar was one of the most fervent preachers of the 
Hijrat Movement. Thousands of Muslim families from Sindh, NWFP, and Punjab 
sold their properties at nominal prices and left for Afghanistan. The Afghan 
authorities on the borders did not allow the emigrants to enter in to their country. A 
great number of men, women and children died on their way while returning to 
their homes. Those who were lucky enough to survive and reach their former 
places, they found themselves homeless and penniless. Even the enthusiastic 
preachers of Hijrat Movement came to realize their mistake afterwards. 
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In February 1921, nearly 3000 students of various colleges and scholars in Calcutta 
refused to attend their classes. Most of the Muslim teachers also resigned from the 
Government institutions to take part in the Hijrat Movement. 
 
The Khilafat Movement had been successful more than it was expected. 
Consequently Muhammad Ali Jauhar and his comrades, were arrested. The number 
of the arrested persons was seven of which six were Muslims and one was Hindu. 
The court of law released the Hindu, but the Muslims were sentenced to two year’s 
imprisonment. Civil disobedience movement was also started throughout the 
country. In the meanwhile Maulana Hasrat Mohani moved a proposal of complete 
freedom of India which was rejected by the Congress. Thereafter Maulana for 
warded his proposal in a meeting of Muslim League but there too it was not 
accepted. 
 
The non – cooperation Movement which was the essence of the Khilafat 
Movement was going on very successful when an incident put an end to the 
Movement. At Ghori Chora, police opened fire on a procession. The procession 
resisted and the police had to take shelter in a local police station. The irritated 
mob set the police station on fire with the result that 22 constables were burnt 
alive. Mr. Gandhi was greatly moved by the tragic incidence, and he suddenly 
decided to stop the non cooperation movement. A few days after the cessation of 
Khilafat Movement Mr Gandhi and his followers were also arrested. Thus the 
Khilafat Movement which started with the Hindu-Muslim cooperation came to an 
end all of a sudden. In the meantime (1922), the new Government of Turkey 
deposed Sultan Abdul Majeed and abolished the Khilafat as an institution. 
Consequently, the Khilafat Movement in India also came to an end. 
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Results of the Khilafat Movement 
Although the Khilafat movement met in a long run a complete failure, yet it deeply 
influenced the Indian people, specially the Muslims. The results of the Khilafat 
Movement can be enumerated as follows: 
 
1. Khilfat Movement brought in express role miseries to the Muslims who were 
already backward as compared with the Hindus. In the course of the Movement 
they had to make heavy sacrifices. The movement caused deterioration in their 
moral, material, economic, intellectual and all other aspects of life. 
 
2. The Muslims were lagging far behind in the field of education as compared with 
Hindus. In the course of the non-cooperation movement, thousands of Muslim 
students boycotted the classes. Thus the educational loss they suffered was 
irreparable. 
 
4. The worst was the condition of those unfortunate Muslims who had resolved to 
migrate from India. The Ulema gave a verdict that India was an enemy territory, 
and the Muslims should therefore migrate to some other place. Accordingly a great 
number of Muslims belonging to Punjab, Sindh and Frontier Provinces marched 
towards Afghanistan, but the Afghan Government did not allow them to enter into 
the territory of Afghanistan. As a result they had to return to their former homes 
which had been occupied by Hindus. 
 
5. Khilafat Movement was followed by the communal riots all over the Sub – 
Continent. Being in minority the Muslims had to suffer heavy loss in these riots. 
 
6. The Khilafat Movement drew a line of distinction between the Hindus and the 
Muslims. No doubt the Hindus had supported the cause Muslims but the unity 
between the two peoples could not last long. The difference between the two 
mentalities later on led the Muslims to make a demand for an independent state. 
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7. The Khilafat Movement made both the Hindus and the English realize that the 
Muslims of India were an alive nation and could make heavy sacrifices for their 
cause. The movement awakened the dormant temerity of the Muslims. 
 

Q. What are the problems faced by Pakistan just after its creation?  
 Define the Initial Difficulties of Pakistan. 
 
PREFACE 
The emergence of Pakistan, after a long and freedom movement, was infact a great 
victory of the democratic idea of life. The Indian Muslims happily and valiantly 
laid down their lives and properties to achieve a destination in which they saw the 
fulfillment of their dreams of living an independent life free from Hindu or British 
dominance. Quaid-e-Azam on 15th August, 1947 said: 
 

INITIAL DIFFICULTIES 
 OF PAKISTAN 

From its very inception, Pakistan faced a large number of problems. Some of the 
initial difficulties were: 
 
1. Choice of Capital and Establishment of Government 
The first problem that Pakistan had to face was to choose a capital to form a 
Government and to establish a secretariat, Karachi was chosen as the capital of 
Pakistan. Quaid-e-Azam took the office of the Governor General, Liaquat Ali 
Khan was appointed as Prime Minister and a Cabinet of experienced persons was 
selected. Arrangements were to be made to bring the officials who had opted for 
Pakistan from Delhi to Karachi.  
 
2. Unfair Boundary Distribution 
A boundary commission was set up under a British Chairman, Sir Cyril Redcliff. 
He misused his powers and handed over Muslim majority areas like Gurdaspur, 
Ferozpur, Jullander to India hence providing them a gateway to Kashmir. Quaid-e-
Azam called it: 
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“An unjust, incomprehensible and even perverse award”. 

 
3. The Massacre of Muslim Refugees in India 
On the birth of Pakistan, Hindus and Sikhs became more furious. In a planned 
move, Muslim properties were set on fire and they were compelled to leave Bharat 
for Pakistan with nothing but their lives. Millions of refugees were killed before 
they reached Pakistan. Many migrants were looted and had to be provided 
boarding immediately as they reached Pakistan. 
 
4. Division of Military and Financial Assets 
In order to embarrass Pakistan financially, India did a lot of dishonesty in the 
matters of Pakistan which were concerned with its benefits. Pakistan was promised 
to get Rs. 750 million but the Bharat government refused to give. Pakistan received 
only 200 million. Pakistan also did not receive the due share of the military assets. 
This dishonest attitude put Pakistan into great difficulties. 
 
5. Canal Water Dispute 
Most of the river flowing in Pakistan have their origin in India. In 1948, India 
stopped water supply to Pakistani canals to damage the Pakistani agriculture. 
However on 9th September, 1960 an agreement called “Indus Basin Treaty” was 
signed between the two countries. 
 
6. Kashmir Dispute 
Kashmir dispute is the most important and unsolved problem. Kashmir is the 
natural part of Pakistan because at the time of partition 85% of the kashmir’s total 
population was Muslim. The Hindu dogra rule, who was secretly with the 
government of India declared Kashmir as a part of India. Pakistan has continuously 
insisted that Kashmiri must get their right of self determination but due to non- 
cooperation of India, Kashmir issue still remain unsolved. 
 
7. Constitutional Problem 
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The constituent assembly failed to frame a constitution even in eight years. Lack of 
a permanent constitution created, chances of unscrupulous interference in 
democratic progress of Pakistan. 
 
8. Annexation of Princely States 
All India princely states were given the right to link up with either of dominions. 
However, the fate of following states remained undecided. 
 
 
Junagadh 
The Muslims Nawab governing Junagadh favoured in acceding to Pakistan. But 
Indian Government sent Army troops towards Junagadh and occupied the state by 
force in November 1947. 
 
Hyderabad Deccan 
Hyderabad Deccan was the largest and richest state ruled by Muslim ruler Nizam 
who decided to remain independent. But pressure tactics began to be applied by 
Indian Government and Mount Batten. India attacked Hyderabad on 13th 
September 1948 and forcibly annexed this state to India. 
 
9.Electricity Problem 
Due to transfer of Muslim majority areas to Bharat and unfair demarcation, 
electricity system of west Punjab was disrupted, because all power stations were at 
Mundi, a predominantly Muslim majority area, gifted to Bharat but Quaid-e-Azam 
said: 
 

“If we are to exist as a nation, we will have to face the problems with 
determination and force”. 

 
CONCLUSION 
Pakistan came into being as a free Muslim state in quite unfavourable 
circumstances. It had no resources, it had to build up its administrative machinery 
from a scratch. Supreme efforts were made by the Quaid-e-Azam and his 
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colleagues to grapple with the situation. His golden principles “Unity, Faith and 
Discipline” gave way to Pakistan for a bright future of a strong and well developed 
country. In his last message to the nation on 14th August 1948, he told the nation: 
 

“The foundation of your state have been laid and it is now for you to 
 build and build as quickly and as you can.” 

 

 

 

 
Q. Write a short  note on “Pakistan Resolution 1940”. 
 
PAKISTAN RESOLUTION 1940: 
 
The twenty seventh session of the all India Muslim League was held a resolution 
called Pakistan resolution at Lahore on 23rd March, 1940 under the chairmanship 
of Quaid-e-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah. This famous resolution which also 
known as Lahore Resolution, was moved by the Bengal Chief Minister Moulvi 
A.K. Fazal Ul Haq. The resolution demanded that the areas in which the Muslims 
are in majority as in the North-Western and Eastern zones of Sub-Continent should 
be grouped to constitute independent states in which the constituent units shall be 
autonomous and sovereign. The Lahore resolution was unanimously accepted by 
all participants of the Muslim League session from all over the country. But the 
Hindu leaders condemned it roundly. Quaid-e-Azam replied to Gandhi and said 
that the Muslims and Hindu are two major nations, and they have their own culture 
and civilization, therefore they can’t live together by all canons of international 
law, Muslims are a Nation. 
 
The words and contents of Lahore Resolution clearly show that the proposal for the 
position of the sub continent was passed on the theory that they were two major 
nations in the subcontinent. The Lahore resolution gave new energy and 
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enthusiasm to the Muslims of the sub-continent who worked in a downless and 
ceaseless manner to accomplish their long cherished good of Pakistan on 14th 
August, 1947. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q. What are the Islamic provisions of 1973’s Constitution? 
 
INTRODUCTION 
On 7th April, 1972 the national assembly of Pakistan appointed a committee to 
prepare a draft of the permanent constitution of Pakistan. A bill to provide a 
constitution was introduced by the committee in the assembly on February 2, 1973. 
Assembly passed the bill on 19th April, 1973 and at last the constitution came in to 
fo0rce on 14th August, 1947. 
 
The present constitution (1973) provides for the protection and preservation of 
Islamic concept of life. It also attempts to propagate and implement the basic 
teachings of Islam. 
 

ISLAMIC PROVISIONS OF 1973 CONSTITUTION 
 
The following are the Islamic provisions of 1973 constitution based on the 
principles of Holy Quran and Sunnah. 
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1. Islamic Republic of Pakistan 
Pakistan shall be known as “Islamic Republic of Pakistan”. 
 
2.State Religion 
Islam shall be the state religion of Pakistan. 
 
3. Sovereignty Belongs to Allah 
Sovereignty over the entire Universe belongs to Almighty Allah and the authority 
bestowed by him on men is a sacred trust which the people of Pakistan will 
exercise with the limits prescribed by Quran and Sunnah. 
 
4. Definition of a Muslim 
The constitution also gives the definition of a Muslim. A person who believes in 
Tauheed or Oneness of Allah, and in the prophet hood of Hazrat Mohammad 
(P.B.U.H) as the last prophet of Allah has described as a Muslim. 
 
5. A Muslim to be a President and Prime Minister 
The constitution laid down that only Muslims shall be elected president and Prime 
Minister of Pakistan. Non Muslim could hold these offices. 
 
6. Islamic Way of Life 
Steps shall be given to enable the Muslims of Pakistan to order their lives in 
accordance with the fundamental principles and basic concepts of Islam. 
 
7. Promotion of Social Justice and Eradication of Social Evils 
The state shall take necessary steps for prosecution of social justice and eradication 
of social evils and shall prevent prostitution, gambling and taking of injurious 
drugs, printing, publication, circulation and display of obscene literature and 
advertisements. 
 
8. Teachings of Holy Quran 
The state shall try to make the teachings of Holy Quran and Islamiat compulsory to 
encourage and facilitate the learning of Arabic language. 
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9. Strengthing Bond, with Muslim World 
The state shall endeavour to strengthen fraternal relations among Muslim countries 
in order to promote Islamic unity. 
 
10. Council of Islamic Ideology 
There is a council of Islamic Ideology which shall guide the government in respect 
of Islamic teachings, their implementation and propagation. Its chairman and 
members are appointed by President. Although its advice is not binding on the 
government yet it is not easy for any government to ignore or over rule its 
suggestion or opinion regarding any law. 
 
11. Error Free Publication of Quran 
The government shall endeavour to secure correct and exact printing and 
publishing of the Holy Quran. 
 
 
 
12. Oath to Project and Promote Islamic Ideology 
The federal and provincial ministers, the speaker and deputy speaker of the 
national and provincial assemblies, the chairman of the Senate and the Governors 
and chief ministers of the Provinces also take oath to preserve and protect the 
Islamic Ideology. 
 
13. Ahmadi’s A Non Muslim Minority 
According to the second amendment of 1973 constitution, the Qadiani group or the 
Lahori group who call themselves “Ahmadi’s” were declared as Non-Muslim 
minority. 
 
CONCLUSION 
The 1973 constitution enlisted the main principles of State Policy Maximum 
efforts were made to improve the character of this constitution. Like other 
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constitutions, 1973 constitution of Pakistan also provides for the protection, 
propagation and enforcement of Islamic ideology. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Q. Define Objective Resolution. What are the salient features of 
 Objective  Resolution. Define Importance of Objective 
 Resolution. 
 
PREAMBLE 
 
Pakistan is the first nation in the world whose creation was based on the religious 
motives. It was because of this reason that the popular and famous slogan of 
“Pakistan ka Matlab Kia? La Ilaha Illallah”. Was the main basis of the demand of 
Pakistan. But at the very outset of its establishment, it had no Islamic constitution 
of its own, so according to the independence act of 1947, the government of India 
act 1935, with certain amendments was adopted by Pakistan. However, a new 
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constitution was to be framed for the country since the old act 1935 did not contain 
everything required for an independent Islamic state.  
 
FIRST CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY 
 
In order to establish a society based on the Islamic principles, a constituent 
assembly was formed in 1947 with Quaid-e-Azam as its leader. The responsibility 
of making a constitution of Pakistan rested on constituent assembly. 
 
However with the death of Quaid-e-Azam on 11th September 1948, the 
responsibility of framing the constitution fell onto the shoulders of the first Prime 
Minister, Liaquat Ali Khan. 
 
OBJECTIVE RESOLUTION 
 
This resolution was passed by the First Constituent Assembly in March 1949 under 
leadership of Liaquat Ali Khan. It contained those objectives on which the future 
constitution was to be based as stated by the founder of the nation. Quaid-e-Azam 
in February, 1948, said: 
 

“The constitution of Pakistan will be democratic and based on  
the fundamental laws of Islam….Islam and its ideology 

 has taught us the lesson of democracy”. 
 

SALIENT FEATURES OF OBJECTIVE RESOLUTION 
 
The salient features of the objective resolution are as follows: 
 
1. Sovereignty Belongs to Allah 
The resolution clearly laid down that sovereignty over the entire universe belongs 
to Almighty Allah and the authorities to be exercised by the people of Pakistan are 
a sacred trust. 
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2. Federal System 
Federal system of Government will be introduced in Pakistan. 
 
3. Golden Principles of Islam 
Principles of democracy, equality, freedom and social justice as laid down by 
Islam shall be fully observed. 
 
4. Supreme Authority of the People 
The sovereignty of the state will be established through the elected representative 
of the people. 
 
5. Life According to the Teachings of Islam 
The Muslims shall be provided with opportunity to order their lives in accordance 
with the teachings and requirements of Islam. 
 
6. Protection of the Rights of Minorities 
The rights and interests of the minorities to freely profess and practice their 
religion will be protected. 
 
7. Equal Rights to Citizens 
All citizens will enjoy their rights on the principle of equality. 
 
 
 
8. Development of Under Developed Areas 
All efforts will be made for the development and progress of the under developed 
areas. 
 
9. Independence Judiciary 
Judiciary will be independent. 
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OBJECTIVE RESOLUTION AND LIAQUAT ALI KHAN 
While introducing the resolution in the constituent assembly, Liaquat Ali Khan 
said: 
 
“The ideals that promised the demand for Pakistan should form the corner stone 

of the state. When we use the word ‘Democracy’ in the Islamic sense it  
pervades all aspects of life. It relates to the system of government 

 and to our society with equal validity because one of the  
greatest contributions of Islam has  

been the equality of all men”. 
 

 
IMPORTANCE OF THE OBJECTIVE RESOLUTION 

 
This resolution is of fundamental importance in the history of constitutions making 
in Pakistan because from the first constitution of 1956 till the constitution of 1973 
(present constitution) whatever constitution was framed it was based on this 
objective resolution. It contains those steps and principles which were to be taken 
for the fulfillment of the basic aim of the freedom struggle that is the establishment 
of an Islamic society in Pakistan. Hence, it is a significant document in the 
constitutional history of Pakistan. 
 
When Liaquat Ali Khan visited America, in the course of his speech at New 
Orleans, he said: 
 

“We believe in God and his supreme sovereignty because we believe that civic 
life must have an ethical content and a higher purpose. But democracy, 

 social justice, equality of opportunity and equality before the law  
of citizens irrespective of their race and creed are 

 also aspects of faith with us”. 
 
BASIC PRINCIPLES OF COMMITTEE 
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After passing the objective resolution, the constituent assembly of Pakistan set up a 
‘basic Principle Committee” to spell out proposals for the constitution in 
accordance with the guidelines contained in the objective resolution. 
 
CONCLUSION 
All the above mentioned principles were presented in the objective resolution that 
is why this resolution is considered an important event in the constitutional history 
of the country. It was accepted by all classes of people. It provided a guideline for 
the future constitutions of Pakistan which were passed in 1956, 1962, 1973. It 
consisted of such principles which revealed that character of constitution shall be 
Islamic.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q. Describe the importance of location of Pakistan. Define Climatic 
 Regions of Pakistan. 
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LOCATION AND CLIMATE OF PAKISTAN 
 
Geographical Location 
Pakistan is situated in continent of Asia between 2.30 degree and 36.45 degree 
latitude (North) and 61degree and 75.45 degree longitude (East). India is situated 
on Pakistan’s Eastern border, China lies to the North-East while Afghanistan is 
situated in North-West. In North only a narrow belt of 15 miles in Afghanistan, 
called “Wakhan” separates Pakistan from Russia to the West lies Iran and in the 
South is the Arabian Sea. 
 
Area and Population 
The total area of Pakistan is 796096 sq.km. and its population is about 130 million 
according to 1998 census. 
 
Pakistan comprises of four provinces, viz, Sindh, Baluchistan, the Punjab and the 
N.W.F.P. Islamabad is the capital of Pakistan. 
 

IMPORTANCE OF PAKISTAN’S LOCATION 
The following discussion throws light on the importance of Pakistan’s location: 
 
1. Situation 
Pakistan is situated in a region of great economic, political and military 
importance. Among its neighbouring countries are China and Russia which are 
reckoned to be among the countries recognized as super powers. 
 
2. Karachi as an Important Port 
The industrial progress of the western countries depends upon the oil of the Gulf 
States. This oil is carried through Arabian Sea and the Indian Ocean. Karachi is an 
important port of the Arabian Sea. The foreign policy of Pakistan can, therefore 
affect and movement. 
 
3. As a Center of the Muslim World 
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Pakistan is situated in the center of Muslim World. To the west of Pakistan, 
starting from Afghanistan and Iran lies a chain of Muslim countries passing 
through Asia and terminating at the Eastern coast of the Atlantic ocean i.e. the 
Middle East, Gulf and Africa. To the East of Pakistan, starting from Bangladesh 
lies another chain of Muslim countries while to the North there are six Muslim 
countries which gained independence from Russia in 1991. 
 
4. Control over Warm Water 
The seas of Russia are mostly snow capped and are not fit for navigation for the 
larger part of the year. to take active part in international trade, Russia dream to 
have control over the warm water of the Indian sea. But Pakistan is a hurdle in its 
way and thus enjoys an important position in the scene of international trade. 
 
5. Position in Third World Countries 
Pakistan is a great supporter of the unity of the third World countries. 
 

Climate of Pakistan 
 
Climate is an average or general conditions of temperature, humidity, atmospheric 
pressure, rainfall of a place. The climate of Pakistan, on the whole is dry and 
extreme. It means that the summers are extremely hot and winters are extremely 
cold and there is a little rainfall during the year. 
 
Season of Pakistan 
There are the following four seasons on Pakistan; 
 

1. Summer -  May to mid September 
2. Winter – November to February 
3. Autumn – September to November 
4. Spring – March and April 
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Climatic Regions of Pakistan 
In Pakistan climate varies from place to place. Pakistan may be divided into the 
following four regions according to climate: 
 
The North and North Western Mountainous Area 
This region consists of the North and the North – Western Mountainous areas. This 
region has a very severe winter and the temperature falls below the freezing point. 
In this area the winter seasons remains from six to eight months. On the other 
hand, summers of this region are very pleasant. 
 
The Upper Indus Plain 
Below the Northern Mountainous Area is the upper Indus plain. In this area the 
summer is very hot. The Months of May, June and first week of July are very hot 
because in this period there is no rainfall. However, the climate here becomes 
pleasant when rain falls in July. The winter season of the upper Indus Plains is very 
pleasant but it does not last long.  
 
The Coastal Areas and the Lower Indus Valley 
The temperature of the coastal areas and the lower Indus valley does not rise due to 
sea land breeze. In this region rain does not fall, however due to blowing of sea 
breeze humidity is found in the air. Sea breeze keeps the climate pleasant. There is 
not much difference in the temperature of different months in this region. 
 
The Plateau of Baluchistan and the Thar Desert 
In summer, the temperature of the plateau of Baluchistan and the Thar desert rises. 
Most of the mountainous regions of Baluchistan are dry and hot. The winter season 
is very severe in Baluchistan and sometimes snow falls in certain parts. 
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Q. Define Foreign Policy of Pakistan. What are the goals and 
 guiding principles  of Pakistan Foreign Policy. 
 
FOREIGN POLICY OF PAKISTAN 
 
INTRODUCTION 
No country today can think of a life independent of other nations. Every country 
has to develop relations with other countries so as to meets its requirements in 
economical, industrial and technological fields. It is thus necessary for every 
country to formulate a sound foreign policy. Pakistan is an important third world 
country in its development stage. It also has formulated her foreign policy keeping 
in mind its geography, politics and economics. 
 
DEFINITION OF FOREIGN POLICY 
 
Foreign policy can be defined as: 
 

“Relations between sovereign states. It is reflection of domestic politics 
 and an interaction among sovereign states. It indicates the 

 principles and preferences on which a country wants to 
 establish relations with another country”. 

 
PAKISTAN’S FOREIGN POLICY IN LIGHT OF QUAID-E-AZAM’S WORDS 
 
The father of the nation, Quaid-e-Azam defined Foreign Policy towards other 
countries of the world in 1948, as follows: 
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“Our Foreign Policy is one of friendliness and good-will towards all the nations 
of the world. We do not cherish aggressive designs against any country or 

nation. We believe in the policy of honesty and fair play in national 
 and international dealings and are prepared to make our outmost 
 contribution to the promotion of peace and prosperity among the 

 nations of the world. Pakistan will never be found lacking  
in extending its material and moral support to the oppressed  

and suppressed of the United Nations Charter.” 
 
BASIC GOALS OF PAKISTAN’S FOREIGN POLICY 
 

1. Maintenance of territorial integrity. 
2. Maintenance of its political independence. 
3. Acceleration of social and economic development. 
4. Strengthening its place on the globe. 
5. Keeping cordial and friendly relations with all countries. 

 
GUIDING PRINCIPLES OF 

 PAKISTAN’S FOREIGN POLICY 
 
Following are the principles of Pakistan’s policy: 
 
1. Protection of freedom and Sovereignty 
Pakistan came into being after great sacrifices of million of Muslims, like any 
other country, she also considers with deep regard the need for preservation of its 
independence and does not allow any country to harm its freedom. Therefore, the 
principle of protection of independence and sovereignty is the corner stone of 
Pakistan’s foreign policy. 
 
2. Cordial Relations with Muslim Countries 
Pakistan always tries to establish cordial and friendly relations with Muslim 
countries. It has always moved its concern against Israel, India and U.S.S.R 
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capturing Palestine, Kashmir and Afghanistan respectively. She has shouldered 
high responsibilities and used her influence for safeguarding the rights of the 
Muslims. Pakistan is also an active member of the Islamic Conference. 
 
3. Non Interference in Internal Affairs of Other Countries 
Pakistan has sought to establish normal and friendly relations with all countries 
especially its neighbouring countries, on the basis of universally acknowledge 
principle of national sovereignty, non use of force, non-interference in the internal 
affairs of state. 
 
4. Implementation of U.N Charter 
Pakistan’s policy is to act upon UN Charter and to support all moves by the UN to 
implement it. Pakistan has been the member of UN since the year of its birth. 
 
5. Promotion of Word Peace 
Pakistan policy is to promote peace among nations. It has no aggressive designs 
against any country. Neither does it support any such action. Pakistan has always 
held that the international disputes should be settled through negotiations rather 
than non-battlefield. 
 
6. Non – Alignment 
Pakistan follows the policy of Non-Alignment i.e. to keep away from alignment 
with any big power bloc and avoids taking sides in the cold war. It has also given 
up its association with SEATO and CENTO and was included in NAM in 1970. 
 
7. Support for Self-Determination and Condemnation of Racial 
Discrimination 
Pakistan is a staunch supporter of the right of self-determination and has been in 
the fore front of efforts to eliminate colorialism. It has advocated the right of self 
determination of Kashmir. 
 
CONCLUSION 
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The guiding principles of Pakistan’s Foreign Policy are rooted in the country’s 
Islamic ideology, its rich cultural heritage and historical experience. As an Islamic 
and non-aligned country, Pakistan supports Islamic causes and firmly upholds the 
above mentioned principles, which hold out the promise of a just and equitable 
world order in which nations can live in peace and security. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Q. Discuss the relation of Pakistan with Islamic World. 
 
 
Pakistan has brotherly relation with all the Islamic countries. It has regarded the 
problems of the Muslim World as its own problems and has always offered help 
and cooperation to solve them. Pakistan is an active member of the Islamic 
Conference (O.I.C.) 
 
Pakistan and the Palestinians: 
 
Pakistan supported the Palestinians from the beginning. It has been demanding 
U.N.U. to be just and fair to the miserable Arabs who are passing their days in 
pitiable conditions in tents or in the open. It supports the restoration of the rights of 
Palestinians Arabs their delegation led by Yasser Arafat attended the summit 
conference at Lahore in February, 1974. 
 
Indonesia 
 
Holland launched a military action against the freedom fighters of Indonesia, 
Pakistan opposed. When K.L.M. aeroplane was used to carry war weapons to 
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Indonesia, Pakistan canceled the fight over its territory. On the independence of 
Indonesia, Pakistan shared the joys of their Indonesian brethren and a public 
holiday was declared throughout Pakistan. Pakistan has always enjoyed cordial 
relation with Indonesia. Exchange take place at the ministerial level and the two 
countries have signed a cultural and economic pact for the development of their 
countries. 
 
Pakistan and Egypt 
 
During the Suez crises of 1956 and the Arab Israel War. Pakistan supported the 
Egyptian stand despite its membership of defence pacts with the West. 
 
 
 
Pakistan and the Gulf Regions: 
 
Pakistan has cordial relation with the Arabs Emirates of the Persian Gulf have 
close cooperation with them in the industrial, Commercial, Technical and defence 
sectors. Some Arab Emirates are investing capital in Pakistan Fertilization Factory 
near Multan and the Pak. Arab oil refinery now being setup near Kot Adu are our 
joint ventures. Thousands of Pakistani working in these Emirates. 
 
Other Muslim Countries: 
 
Pakistan also helped other Islamic countries in their struggle for self determination. 
It helped Libya, Tunis, Morocco, Aljazeera and Sudan in throwing the Yolks of 
slavery. 
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Q. Discuss the relations of Pakistan with Saudi Arabia. 
 
As the two most holy places of Muslims are located at Makah and Medina, the 
Muslims of Pakistan have historically attached to Saudi Arabia. Thus Pakistan 
enjoys most cordial relations with her. Saudi Arabia expressed sympathy for the 
freedom movement of the Muslim League, even before the establishment of 
Pakistan. Saudi Arabia was the first country to recognise the Islamic Republic of 
Pakistan as an independent and sovereign states. 
 
Pakistan entered treaty of friendship with Saudi Arabia in 1951, Saudi Arabia fully 
understands Pakistan’s problems and is ever ready to help it in solving them. Saudi 
Arabia fully supported Pakistan in the Indo-Pak war 1965 and 1971, she has 
always supported the right of self determination for the people of Kashmir. 
 
In 1967, Saudi Arabia and Pakistan signed a treaty according to which Pakistan 
undertook to provide Saudi Arabia, technical aid in the defence sector. Saudi 
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cadets are trained in Pakistan Military Academics. Pakistan is also giving technical 
help to Saudi Arabia in the fields of education, Navy and Air Force training. A 
number of Saudi Students are studying in Pakistani Colleges and Universities. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q. Explain why UNO was established? What are the 
 objectives of UNO? 
 
When the First World War finished in 1919 the civilized world gave a patient and 
serious thinking to establishing a world organization which could save the mankind 
from the scourge of war in future. For this noble aim the “League of Nation” was 
set up which however could not save the world from war and thus was dissolved 
after 20 years of its existence. 
 
The Second World War broke out in 1939 which proved more dreadful and 
devastating for the peace loving world. The world leaders horrified by the result of 
the war, painstakingly felt that an effective world body should be set up to promote 
peace, tranquility and friendship in the true sense among the whole world. The 
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leaders of USA, France, Great Britain, Soviet Union and China played a pivotal 
role for the establishment of a world organisation, different from the League of 
Nations. In 26th June 1945 the participants agreed to set up UNO. The head office 
of UNO is located in New York.  
 

Objectives of UNO 
 
The basic aims and objectives of UNO is the maintenance of world peace and to 
forter friendly and fraternal feelings among all countries. The major objectives of 
the UNO are as follows: 
 

i) To maintain international peace and tranquility and to take appropriate 
steps for the fulfillment of this aim. 

ii) To forter friendly relations amongst the nations of the world on the basis 
of human rights. 

iii) To promote mutual cooperation between the nations of world for 
economic social, cultural and educational uplift irrespective of race 
colour, relation and creed. 

 
 
 
Q. Discuss the organizational structure of UNO. 
 
Organizational Structure of UNO 
There are six basic organs of UNO are as follows: 
 
i) General Assembly 
The General Assembly is comprised of the representatives of all the members 
countries of the UNO. Every country can sent five representatives to the meetings 
of the General Assembly. The Assembly holds its regular sessions, Emergency 
meetings of the assembly can be convened by the Secretary General of the request 
of the Security Councils or of a majority of the members of UNO. All issues are 
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decided by voting in the assembly and 2/3 majority is required to decide or highly 
sensitive and important issue. On other routine matters a simple majority is 
sufficient to decide the matter. It is the most important organ of the UNO which 
conduct the working of the world body. 
 
ii) Security Council: 
Security Council consists of fifteen members. Five members are permanent while 
the remaining ten members are elected for two years term by the General 
Assembly. China, France, USA, Great Britain and USSR are the permanent 
members of the Security Council. Security Council holds it meetings at least once 
every two weeks. The Council takes immediate steps to stop the war between the 
two countries. It tries to hold negotiations between the belligerent states and 
presents its own solution of the dispute. 
 
iii) Economic and Social Council: 
The economic and social council consist of 54 members elected by the General 
Assembly for a term of three years. The council is responsible to the General 
Assembly for its work which mainly pertains to the international economic, social, 
culture, educational, health and related matters. For this purpose the council 
coordinates the function of UNESCO, WHO. 
 
 
 
iv) Trusteeship Council 
The management of trust territories is under supervision. Trust territories are those 
territories which have achieved freedom from foreign subjugation and are passing 
through the initial stages of their national life. These territories have yet to acquire 
complete sovereignty after thronging away the yoke of slavery. The UN takes over 
the charge of all such territories which have been liberated and are considered as 
trust. At present pacific Island is the only trust territory administered by the USA. 
 
v) Secretariat: 
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It is the Head Quarter and one of the most important organ of the UNO. Secretary 
General is the Chief Administrative officer who heads the secretariat. The 
Secretary General is elected by the General Assembly for a period of five years. 
Secretary General enjoys vast powers. He convinces the meetings of General 
Assembly, Security Council and trusteeship council. The Secretary General plays a 
pivotal role in the maintenance of peace in the world.  
 
vi) International Court of Justice: 
The International Court of Justice is the supreme judicial organ of the UNO. All 
member countries of the UN become parties to the statute of the Court. They are 
bound by the statute to comply with the decisions of the Court. International Court 
of Justice consists of fifteen permanent judges who are elected for a nine years 
term by the General Assembly and the security council. The court is always in 
sessions except during vacations. The head quarter of the court is situated in the 
Hague (Netherlands). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q. Describe the Specialized Agencies of the UNO. 
 

Specialized Agencies  
of the UNO 
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There are several specialized agencies of the UNO which are autonomous with 
their own membership and organs. They are as follows: 
 
i) UNESCO: 
It aims to promote collaboration among nations through education, science and 
culture. 
 
ii) UNICEF: 
It provides aid and development assistance to children and mothers in the 
developing countries. 
 
iii) WHO: 
It works and provides assistance for obtaining highest possible health level. 
 
iv) ILO: 
The major aim of ILO is to look after the interests of the labourers all over the 
world. It strives to promote employment, improve labour conditions and living 
standard. 
 
v) IMF: 
It tries to promote international monetary cooperation and currency stabilization. 
 
vi) FAO: 
It aims at increasing the agricultural production, improve farms, forest and 
fisheries and to better the conditions of all rural peoples. 
 
 
 
 
Q. Write a note on Regional Cooperation for Development (RCD.) 
 

Regional Cooperation for Development (R.C.D) 
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Immediately after partition, Turkey and Iran extended their recognition of 
Pakistan. These two countries being the important members of the Islamic 
fraternity always came forward to help and assist Pakistan in the time of need. 
They were Pakistan’s allies in the CENTO. These three countries are bound with 
each other by the similarity of culture and civilization which is a big source for 
cooperation amongst them. This multipurpose pact for establishing close relation 
among Pakistan, Turkey and Iran was signed in July 1964. The main objective of 
the RCD were as follows: 
 

(i) Promotion of free movement of goods between Pakistan, Iran and 
Turkey. 

(ii) Close association of the Chambers of Commerce of the three countries. 
So that a joint chamber may be set up. 

(iii) Preparations of various schemes for joint purpose. 
(iv) Postal rates, between the three countries shall be reduced to the extent to 

bring them on the level of internal rates. 
(v) Close cooperation in shipping shall be established by setting up a joint 

maritime line. 
(vi) Promotion of air travel facilities among the three countries and finally 

setting up a strong efficient joint airline. 
(vii) Improvement of means of transport among the three countries. 
(viii) Promotion of tourism in these countries. 
(ix) Cooperation in educational scientific and cultural aspects shall be 

promoted by the exchange of delegations. 
(x) Visa formalities shall be abolished for travel purpose between the three 

countries. 
(xi) The member countries shall be provide technical assistance the each 

other by the exchange of exports and by extending training facilities. 
 
 
 
Achievements of RCD: 
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The RCD has already rendered valuable services in the fields of petroleum, trades 
transports, banking and insurance tourism, airlink, shipping, telegraph and 
telecommunications. They are still to be completed. 
 

Organizational Structure of R.C.D 
 
i) Ministerial Council: 
Ministerial Council is the supreme policy making organ of the RCD. It consists of 
three foreign ministers of the member countries. The council is empowered to 
invites one minister from the member countries to attend its deliberation. 
 
ii) Planning Council: 
The regional planning council consists of the Heads of the planning institution of 
Pakistan, Iran and Turkey, who are responsible for planning in their respective 
countries with regards to the RCD. It studies the development plans and gives 
suggestions to create harmony and mutual cooperation’s in the national 
development plans in order to accelerate regional cooperation. 
 
iii) Secretariat: 
The Central office of the RCD is known as Secretariat which was set up in 1965 
with its head quarters in Tehran. Dr. Fahad Rohani was the first Secretary General 
of the RCD, the Secretariat provides essential services to ensure proper 
coordination with regard to their work of the technical experts from the member 
countries. 
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Q. Write a detailed note on the ‘Organization of Islamic 
 Conference’ (OIC). 
 
ORGANIZATION OF ISLAMIC CONFERENCE – (O.I.C) 
 
Introduction 
 
The organization of Islamic conference is the symbol of Islamic brotherhood and 
fraternity. It is the biggest and the most active organisation of Muslim countries. It 
was established in 1969 so that the scattered strength of Muslims may be united 
and unity among the Muslim countries may be strengthened. 
 
Meeting of the Heads of the Islamic States 
 
The Zionists set fire to the Holy Mosque “Al-Aqsa” on 21st August, 1969 which 
greatly infuriated the Muslims all over the World. Strikes were observed 
throughout the Muslim world. The Muslims felt that effective steps should be 
taken to protect the Muslims from the aggression of the non-Muslim forces. Thus 
the Arab Foreign Ministers of Saudi Arabia and Morocco of making arrangement 
to hold an Islamic Summit Conference. After meeting in Jeddah, a seven member 
committee was formed to take necessary steps for holding the Islamic Summit 
Conference. 
 
Summit Conferences of the O.I.C 
 
First Islamic Summit Conference 
 

Date and Place 
The first Islamic Summit Conference was held in Rabat (Morocco) from 
September 22nd to 25th in 1969. 
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Participants 
24 heads of states participated in this conference. 
 
Decisions 
1. The incidents of the burning of the Masjid Al – Aqsa was discussed. 
2. Middle East situation. 
3. Emphasis was laid on the need for maintaining close relations among Muslim 
countries. 
 
Second Islamic Summit Conference 
 

Date and Place 
The second Islamic Summit conference was held in Lahore (Pakistan) from 
February 22nd to 24th in 1974. 
 
President 
The President of the Conference was Z.A. Bhutto. 
 
Participants 
40 delegations and a delegation of the Palestine Liberation Organisation 
participated. 
 
Decisions 
Following decisions were taken in the conference. 
1. Middle East problem especially Palestinians issue. 
2. It was demanded that Israeli troops should be withdrawn from occupied Arab 
Territory. 
3. A committee was set up to find ways and means to eliminate poverty, disease 
and ignorance. 
4. S.S.C also set up Muslim Itehad Fund and Islamic Development Bank. 
 
Third Islamic Summit Conference 
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Date and Place 
The third Islamic Summit Conference was held at Taif (Saudi Arabia) in January 
1981. 
 
 
Participants 
38 Muslim countries participated. 
 
Decisions 
1. The Conference paid special attention to the intervention in Afghanistan, 
Palestine problems, Jerusalem and Iraq war. 
2. It was decided to create Islamic Center for Trade Exchange and to set up an 
Academy for Islamic Fiqah. 
 
Fourth Islamic Summit Conference 
 

Date and Place 
The fourth Islamic Summit Conference was held at Casablanca (Morocco) in 
January 1984. 
 
Participants 
45 Muslim countries participated. 
 
Decisions 
1. Various international problems like Iran Iraq war, Kashmir issue, Lebanon 
problem etc were discussed. 
2. Decisions were taken for the safeguard of the rights of the Palestine people. 
3. Decisions about Egypt’s re-entry in the O.I.C was also taken. 
 
Fifth Islamic Summit Conference 
 

Date and Place 
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The fifth Islamic Summit Conference was held in Kuwait in January 1987. 
 
Participants 
44 Muslim countries participated. 
 
 
 
Decisions 
As usual a few resolutions were passed and more or less the same issues were dealt 
with. 
 
Sixth Islamic Summit Conference 
 

Date and Place 
This conference was held in December 1991 at Dakar (Senegal). 
 
Participants 
45 countries participated in this Conference. 
 
Decisions 
Resolutions were passed on many problems like Kashmir, Afghanistan, Palestine 
etc and serious concern was also expressed on American threat of military action 
against Libya. 
 
Seventh Islamic Summit Conference 
 

Date and Place 
This conference was held in Casablanca (Morocco) in December, 1994. 
 
Decisions 
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The President of Summit, King Hasan of Morocco, stressed the need for 
strengthening Islamic Solidarity and unity of the Islamic Ummah in an atmosphere 
of brother hood and concord. 
 
The conference also expressed its determination: 
 

“To the project the correct image of Islam reflecting the spirit of ‘Ijtehad’ based 
on the general principles of Shariah.” 

 
 
 
 
Benazir Bhutto said: 
 

“Even Worse, our enemies now seek to justify aggression against the Muslim 
peoples by portraying Islam as an intolerant doctrine of violence and terror.” 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
All the summit conferences clearly shows that the prime objective of O.I.C is to 
promote greater harmony and cooperation amongst the Muslim world and to 
protect their interest in International System. It is also aimed at the Islamic 
countries and to create co-operation amongst them in these spheres. The O.I.C also 
stood for the fraternal feelings which had existed for centuries amongst the Muslim 
of the World. 
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Q. Write a detailed note on Non Aligned Movement (NAM). 
 
PREAMBLE 
Non – Aligned Movement (NAM) is an important world organization of the third 
world countries who do not wish to be aligned with any of the big powers. The 
NAM can be defined as: 
 
“The international forum of the people of the third World who openly condemn 
and negate the lust for creating the spheres of influence by the super powers and 
thus is an important and effective organ against Colonialism and imperialism”. 

 
REASONS FOR THE FORMATIONS OF NAM 

 
The World War II divided the world into two power blocs. The Western bloc being 
headed by USA and the socialist bloc being governed by USSR. 
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These two super powers involved in cold war creating great problems for the 
smaller nations and under developed countries. The best policy for such states 
would have been to isolate themselves from the cold war of the super powers and 
fully concentrate on their economic, social and cultural uplift. NAM is an 
organization to help these nations to exist. 
 
BANDUNG CONFERENCE 
A meeting of those countries of the World who had no alignment with any super 
wars held in Bandung (Indonesia) on April 24, 1955. It was held to discuss the 
problems faced by Asian countries which were mainly to avoid the “Tug of War” 
of the super powers. 
 
MAIN FEATURES OF NAM OR PANJSHILA PRINCIPLES 
 
The declared principles of NAM are: 
 
1. Respect of Independence and Sovereignty 
To respect each others sovereignty, territorial integrity and independence. 
2. Avoid Aggression 
To refrain from acts of aggression or use of force against any states. 
 
3. Non Interference 
Non interference in others international affairs 
 
4. Recognization of Equality and Liberty 
To recognize the equality and liberty of all the Nations. 
 
5. Peace 
To live in a peaceful atmosphere. 
 
OBJECTIVE OF NAM 
 
1. To promote good will and cooperation among the Afro-Asian countries. 
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2. To consider social, economic and cultural problems of all participants. 
 
3. To consider the problems like radicalism and coloniasm. 
 
4. To access the position of Afro-Asian states and their people in the world. 
 

SUMMIT CONFERENCES OF  
NON-ALIGNED MOVEMENTS 

 
First Semester Conference 
It was held at Belgrade (Yugoslavia) in 1961 in which 25 nations took part. The 
rules for obtaining membership of NAM were drafted. 
 
Second Summit Conference 
It was held at Cairo (Egypt) in 1964. 
 
 
 
Third Summit Conference 
It was held at Lusaka (Zambia) in 1970. 51 countries participated in this 
conference. 
 
Fourth Summit Conference 
It was held at Algiers (Algeria) in September 1973. In this conference the 
membership of Pakistan and China was opposed by India. 
 
Fifth Summit Conference 
It was held at Colombo (Srilanka) in August, 1976. Eighty Six countries 
participated in this conference. 
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Opposition of radicalism and expansionism was declared. Arab cause was 
supported and USA was criticized for its annexation over Vietnam and Cuba. 
 
Sixth Summit Conference 
It was held at Havana (Cuba) on 3rd September, 1976 to 9th September, 1979. 
Pakistan attended this meeting for first time as a member of NAM. 
 
Seventh Summit Conference 
It was held at Delhi (India) in March 1983. 101 countries participated in this 
conference. Arab cause, Palestine war, South African and Namibian struggle were 
discussed. USA was criticized for assisting Israel. 
 
Eight Summit Conference 
It was held at Harare (Zimbabwe) on 1st September 1986. Afghanistan Problem, 
Iran Iraq War, Palestine and Namibian issue were discussed. 
 
Ninth Summit Conference 
It was held at Belgrade (Yugoslavia) on 4th September, 19089. 
 
 
 
 
 

Pakistan as the Member of NAM 
 
Pakistan joined NAM in 1979 although it participated actively in the 1st conference 
and attended the 5th conference as an observer. This was due to the fact that 
Pakistan was a member of SEATO and CENTO. Pakistan got rid of these 
organisations after was with India (1965) and the debacle of East Pakistan (1971) 
when the sponsors of SEATO and CENTO did not came to help it. 
 
Today, Pakistan participates actively in the programs of NAM and advocates 
affectively the problems relating to is member countries. Pakistan placed the case 
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of foreign interference in Afghanistan in the Session of the 7th conference and was 
able to get most of the members confirm Pakistan stand on the problem and its 
equitable solution. 
 
Conclusion 
The NAM re-affirmed the inalienable right of all states to apply and develop their 
programs for peaceful uses of nuclear energy for economic and social 
development. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q. Write a note on “Cultural Heritage of Pakistan”. 
 

CULTURAL HERITAGE OF PAKISTAN 
 
Introduction 
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In the development of any nation, its cultural heritage and its glorious past play a 
vital roe and serves as a source of inspiration and pride for its people. Our country 
Pakistan is accordingly proud of its cultural heritage. 
 
Definition of Culture 
Culture may be defined as behaviour peculiar to human beings, together with 
material objects used. Culture consists of language, ideas, beliefs, customs, codes, 
institution, tools, techniques, works of arts, ceremonies and so on. According to 
Allama Iqbal: 
 
“Culture encompasses all the mental, spiritual and physical activities of a nation. 
It includes the basic beliefs and faith, values and literature, art and architecture, 

music and mode of dress, manners and customs prevalent in a given society”. 
 
Pakistani Culture is a Islamic Culture 
Pakistan is an ideologic Islamic State. Its very existence is due to Islam, so the 
Pakistani culture is primarily based on the Islamic way of life. All over ingredients 
of culture are inspired by Islam. Pakistani culture is highlighted by its grandeur, 
simplicity, firm convictions and noble deeds and ideas. 
 
Archaeological Heritage 
Pakistan has been the cradle of civilization that dates back more than five 
millennium. Over the centuries through successive waves of migrations from the 
North West as well as internal migrations across the Sub Continent, Aryans, 
Persians, Greeks, Arabs and Mughals came and settled in the region and have left 
behind the archaeological sites in Pakistan which is now being preserved. A brief 
review of the different civilizations which flourished and then perished with the 
passage of time is as under: 
 
Moen Jo Daro 
Moen Jo Daro is situated at a distance of some kilometers from Larkana. A 
civilization flourished there some 400 years ago. It was discovered by Sir John 
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Marshall in 1922. Moen Jo Daro stands as most spectacular of all the excavate 
cities of the Indus valley civilization. It is strange that at its glory, it was a beautiful 
city with brick walled houses, pillared halls, markets, baths, lanes, streets and 
public places. Every house had walls, drains and bathrooms inside it. 
 
Harappa 
Harappa is situated in the city of Sahiwal. Scientists and archaeologists believe that 
Harappa also belongs to the Indus valley civilization. Remains of this city were 
excavated in the 1920. 
 
Gandhara 
It is comparatively a new civilization, the regions comprising Northern Punjab, 
Peshawar valley and Eastern Afghanistan was known as Gandhara. For a long time 
it remained the meeting place of various ancients cultures, as rule by many rulers. 
A distinctive art which is known as Gandhara Art took place from here and 
flourished during the 2nd and 3rd century of Christian era. Thousand monasteries 
and stupas were widely built here Buddha’s figures, shapes and monasteries all 
made prominent features of Gandhara Arts. 
 
Buddhist Remains 
The Buddhist era ushered in some 500 years B.C. The Buddhist monastery Takht-
i-Bahi is in NWFP. It dates 2 – 5 century old. Some mounds were also found near 
Peshawar which represents Kanishka’s mighty Pakistan. An impressive complex of 
Chapels, Stupas, Quadrangles and monk’s cells are also found. The great Buddhist 
civilization now forming the heritage of the present Pakistan culture. 
 
Taxila 
It was excavated in recent times near Rawalpindi. Taxila is the most popular name 
in history. It came into prominence during the Persian occupation. At its zenith, the 
city was the nucleus of religious and cultural activities. 
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Thatta 
The main town of Thatta is famous for specimens of Indo-Muslim architecture in 
the Sub Continent. Notable among them is the great mosque built by Shah-Jahan. 
The principle monuments of Thatta are located on the Makli Hill. 
 
ARCHITECTURAL HERITAGE 
 
Lahore Fort 
It is also known as Shahi Qila. It was built by Akbar. The main structures inside 
the fort are the Moti Masjid, Diwan-e-Aam, Maktab Khana, The Shish Mahal and 
Nawlakha. The Hathi and Alamgir gates are also remarkable constructions.  
 
Badshai Mosque 
It was built by Aurangzeb. Its architecture is similar to the Jamia Masjid Delhi. 
The mosque has been built with red stones while the domes are in marble. 
 
Jahangir Tomb 
This tomb was built by Shah Jahan. It is known as a fine building of Lahore. 
 
Shalimar Garden 
It is situated on the Grand Trunk Road and is a magnificent remnant of Mughal 
Grandeur. The garden constitutes of three terraces, one above the other. Besides 
there is an elaborate and beautiful reservoir, water channels and fountains. 
 
Masjid Wazir Khan 
It is situated in Kashmir Baazar inside the walls of the old city. It was built by 
Nawab Wazir Khan who was a viceroy of Punjab under Shah Jahan. 
 
Golden Mosque 
It is situated near the Masjid Wazir Khan. It was build during the rule of 
Mohammad Shah and it is also a very beautiful piece of architecture. 
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Mahabat Khan Mosque 
This mosque was built by a government of Peshawar. Mahabat khan, during Shah 
Jahan’s region. It has affine massive structured with lofty minarets. 
 
The Fort of Bala Hasar 
This fort was built on raised platform 92 feet from the ground level. There are two 
gardens near the fort. 
 
HERITAGE IN FINE ARTS 
 
Paintings 
The art of painting has developed slowly in the Muslim of South Asia. In the 
beginning decorative paintings and embroidery were made on the walls and 
ceilings of buildings. The Mughal rulers were very fond of paintings. The 
traditional art of painting occupies a prominent place in the people of Pakistan. 
Abdul Rehman Chughtai, Haji Mohammad Sharif, Jamil Nagshare are the most 
distinguished painters. 
 
Calligraphy 
The Muslim took a keen interest in the promotion of calligraphy. Its main reason is 
their deep love with Holy Quran. During this period many kinds of calligraphy 
progressed. The mosques constructed during early and medieval periods of Islam 
were decorated with masterpieces of calligraphy. 
 
Music 
The Mughal contributed a great deal to the promotion of music and Pakistan has 
inherited musical traditions that go far back in history. Ameer Khurso and Tansain 
are famous musicians of the historical era. 
 
Architecture and Sculpture 
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The Muslims art of architecture was unique in every aspects. The architecture and 
all the miniature arts including carving, sculpture, mosaic works, tile works and 
paintings were called upon to build new mosques and places. 
 
Conclusion 
In the development of Pakistan society, its cultural heritage has played a vital role. 
Pakistani nation is justly proud of the historical period which brings with nearly 4th 
century BC and continued with the advent of Islam in Sub Continent in 8th century 
A.D 
 

“Our cultural heritage express courage, patients and hard life. They all are in 
connection with life which is a fundamental part of Islamic teachings”. 
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Q. Define the qualities of Urdu. What is the role of Urdu in national life? 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Language is the only media by which one can express his ideas and feelings. It 
plays a vital role in building the character of an individual as well as a nation. 
Languages bring closer each other and it creates a sense of harmony among the 
people. 
 
Pakistan has several regional languages chief of them being Pustho, Punjabi, 
Sindhi, Baluchi and Kashmiri. 
 
URDU – NATIONAL LANGUAGE OF PAKISTAN 
After independence Quaid-e-Azam said in clear cut words that the National 
language of Pakistan would be Urdu. He said: 
 
“Let me make it clear that the national language of Pakistan is going to be Urdu 
and no other language. Without one state language no nation can remain tied up 
solidity together.” 
 
EVOLUTION OF URDU 
Urdu evolved over a period of century by cultural compacts between local people 
of north of Sub Continent and Muslims of Arabia, Iran and Turkey. The base of 
this language is Prakrit, an Aryan language. The script of Urdu is modified form of 
Persian. Urdu is a word of Turkish language and its literal meaning is camp. 
 

QUALITIES OF URDU 
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1. Great Power of Assimilation 
The splendor of Urdu is Turkish and its charm is Persian in its base. The vitality of 
Urdu lies in its ability to adopt words from other languages in such a way as if they 
originally belonged to it. The chief reason for its country wide popularity was its 
power of Assimilation. According to Sir Syed Ahmed Khan: 
 

“----Still now Urdu has great affinity for many other words 
 and ideas which increases its beauty”. 

2. Source of National Identity 
National language is the identity of a nation. When we are abroad we are identified 
as Pakistani because of our national language. That is why, every nation gives out 
respect and importance to national language. 
 
3. Rich Treasure of Prose and Poetry 
The Urdu language possesses a very valuable treasure of poetry and prose. The 
poets and writers have contributed their most in its development. Maulana Shibli 
Nomani, Maulana Hali, Deputy Nazir Ahmed, Mirza Ghalib, Ameer Khusro and 
many others adopted this language in their poetry and writings. Sir Syed wrote for 
the re-awakening of the Muslims of sub continent. According to Abdul Haq: 
 

“It is Sir Syed due to whom Urdu has made such a great progress 
 within a period of only one century” 

 

IMPORTANCE OF URDU IN  
NATIONAL LIFE 

 
Certain points which express the importance of Urdu in national life are given 
below: 
 
1. Means of Brotherhood and Unity 
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People of Pakistan are one nation, therefore their thinking, aims and objectives are 
common. Their progress and prosperity depends upon their unity and brotherhood. 
An important factor for achieving this unity and brotherhood is Urdu. 
 
2. Source of Expression 
Urdu has become a source of expression, feelings, thoughts and aspiration. People 
of two different areas can easily understood each other ideas and thoughts by Urdu. 
 
3. Means of Communication and Co-ordination 
Urdu serves as a means of communication and is a binding force between all the 
four provinces of Pakistan. People living in different provinces realize that in spite 
of speaking different languages, they are joined together by one national language 
which is the heritage of all. 
 
4. Medium of Instruction 
Urdu language is the medium of instruction in most of the educational institutions 
of Pakistan. History, Islamic Studies, Political Science and other subjects are 
taught upto M.A level in Urdu. Lectures on Islamic education and religion are also 
delivered in Urdu throughout Pakistan. 
 
5. URDU – AN IMPORTANT PART OF OUR CULTURAL HERITAGE 
Urdu grew in popularity and by the later Mughal Period and the advent of the 
British, it had been adopted by the Muslims and the Hindus alike. It would not be 
wrong to say if it is said that: 
 

“Urdu is a part of our cultural heritage”. 
 
CONCLUSION 
Being the National language of the country, it is the binding force in different parts 
of Pakistan. The officers have adopted Urdu language in their official work and the 
government has published a dictionary containing Urdu for the office work. The 
Urdu Development Board and “Anjuman-e-Taraqqi-e-Urdu” are trying to give 
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Urdu a place in society and it is hope that Urdu would find its place in society 
within short period of time 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q. What are the important regional languages of Pakistan? 
 Describe the role of national language in the integration 
 of Pakistan. 
 
Language plays an important role in the development and progress of a nation in 
every field of its activity. Language is only medium of communication which 
makes it convenient for us. Language is the medium by which we express our 
ideas. 
 
The regional languages of Pakistan are Punjabi, Sindhi, Pushto and Baluchi. 
 

Punjabi: 
Punjabi is the local language of province of the Punjab which is the biggest 
province of Pakistan. But it is spoken all over the country. It was a popular 
language amongst the Sufi poets who used it for their traditional romantic folk 
poetry. The famous folk poetic taies of Punjab like Hir Ranjha, Sohni Mahiwal and 
Sasi Punnu, simple langue and easy to understand. 
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Sindhi: 
Sindhi is the language of the province of Sindh and is the second major regional 
language spoken in Pakistan. Sindhi is an ancient language. In the beginning 
Sindhi was written in “Marwari” and “Arz Nagari” way of writing. This way of 
writing was subsequently changed into Arabic with the advent of Arabs in the 
subcontinent, whose culture and literature deeply influenced the Sindhi literature. 
Shah Abdul Latif Bhittai was the great Sufi poet of Sindhi language. 
 

Pushto: 
Pushto is the language of the people of NWFP. It is also an ancient language & 
widely spoken and understood in the frontier province. Pushto as greatly 
influenced by other languages. Many of its words have been taken from Pali, 
Parakarat, Persian Arabic and French. Kazim Shah, Shaida, Abdul Rehan and 
Khushal Khan Khattak the famous Pushto poets lived in the 17th century. 
 

Baluchi: 
Baluchi is the language of the province of Baluchistan. This language contain 
many words of Persian, the Baluchi language spoken in Baluchistan at present is of 
two kinds i.e. “Sulemanki” and “Mekrani”. The Baluchi prose mostly contains the 
tales of bravery and romantic stories of the tribal Chiefs. Jam Darag is known to be 
the only famous poet of Baluchi who wrote a few romantic verses the Baluchi 
literary association was set up which published many magazines and articles in 
Baluchi Language. Baluchi prose has also developed a great deal after partition. 
 
Language plays an important role in the development and progress of a nation in 
every field of its activity. Collective ideology and interests can only be understood 
and safeguarded by the help of common language. 
 
Urdu is the national language of Pakistan. It is nearly 300 years old. It is our 
culture heritage. It is spoken and understood all over the country. Urdu is the 
symbol of homogeneity between the different regions of Pakistan. It became the 
media of expression in all parts of the country. It has helped the Muslims of 
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Pakistan in understanding their religions, culture and civilization to a great deal. 
Urdu language has played in pivotal role in keeping the Muslim nation hood. Urdu 
is a media on national level. It is the binding force between different parts of 
Pakistan. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Q. Describe the main features of the Pakistani Society. 
 
Pakistan society is a progressive society. After being ruled by the British for about 
150 years, when independence dawned upon India in 1947, it was with a 
misfortune that India was partitioned into two Pakistan and Bharat. In the 
undivided India the majority professed Hindu faith whereas Muslims were the 
largest minority. The Muslims were almost one-third of a 33 – Crore population of 
India. The situation changed after the creation of Pakistan. Pakistan was demanded 
to establish a Muslim society. After the partition, the Sikhs and Hindus migrated to 
Bharat in large numbers and lakhs of Muslims migrants shifted to Pakistan. There 
was about a 7 – carore population of Pakistan and the majority beings the Muslims. 
There is still a good number of non Muslims including Hindus in Pakistan. 
 
1) Distribution of People According to Religion: 
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The Society consist of Muslims (in majority) and non Muslims (in minority) 
consisting of Christians, Hindus and Parsees, etc. 
 
2) The Muhajirs (Migrants): 
About one Carore Muslims migrated after partition of India to Pakistan. They had 
their own distinctive culture. The Muhajirs have mostly settled themselves in the 
Province of Sindh. Islam, which was the basic demand for Pakistan and creation of 
Pakistan, bound the migrants and the settlers in the filial bonds of love and all had 
been living together, sharing each other joys and sorrows but the monster of 
sectarianism and regionalism has created hatred amongst the people. They are 
often seen fighting amongst themselves and sometimes shedding each others 
blood. 
 
3) Division of the Urban and Rural: 
Although there has ever been, even in un partitioned India, a gross difference in the 
lives of the urban and rural people and still this persists in Pakistan but in the 
Province of Sindh, there is an official demarcation between the urban and the rural 
population. This has created almost a gulf between the urban and rural folk. The 
politically motivated persons have been seen pitching one against the other on 
economic errands. The urban complain of injustice in allocation of jobs to them 
whereas the rural folk have the same complaint. The urban-rural phenomena have 
created a gulf between them.  
 
The majority of the population of Pakistan lives in villages. They are about 70 
percent of the total population. And most of them practice agriculture. These 
simple and poor people are known as Haris or Farmers and have always been 
under the influence of the Waderas and Jagirdas. The poor farmers are always 
under debt. Their life is simple and unattractive. In the villages, the people practice 
various vocations such as the carpenter, the cobbler, the iron smith etc and are 
known according to their vocation. As far as land is concerned it is not available at 
subsistence level to all villagers with the result that they are either under employed 
or unemployed. They have a low per capita income which does not let them 
maintain a reasonable standard of living. The rural area people have almost no 
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facilities of health, education, clean drinking water, gas, electricity and transport as 
compared to the urban who have the most of these. The village of folk is being 
provided with these facilities but they groan of uneven attention to them. 
 
In the Urban areas there are many industries where the urbans and many people 
from the rural areas, seek jobs. There is a wholesale migration from the villages to 
the cities for this purpose. There is a good deal of pollution in the cities, there are 
problems of hygiene, health and sanitation. The cities are overcrowded. The 
concept of Biradri as found in villages does not exist in cities. 
 
4) Regionalism: 
Since in the urban areas people from all regions live, sometimes the element of 
regionalism is created which harms the society. The differences of language are 
there but sometimes the politicians fan hatred amongst the persons of different 
regions on this account. The feelings of provincialism of breeds hatred. All these 
evils weaken the phenomena of Islamic unity and brotherhood and divide the 
society into ethnic groups. 
 

 

 

 

Q. Discuss the importance of agriculture in the economy of 
 Pakistan. 
 

Pakistan is primarily an agricultural country. The importance of agriculture for our 
economy is evident from the following: 
 

i) Agriculture contributes 45% to the gross national product of our 
economy. A majority of  the population, around 75% living in rural 
areas in directly or indirectly dependent on  agriculture. 
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ii) About 70% of the nation’s total exports are based on agricultural raw 
materials. Thus the stability of agriculture is the foundation of the 
prosperity of the entire country. 

 
 

iii) A nigh proportion of revenue to the state at provincial level as well as at 
central level is derived from the taxes on land and agricultural products. 
The amount of goods and industrial spare parts imported in the country 
depends upon our agricultural exports. 
 

iv) Most of the industrial units in our country get the necessary raw material 
from the agriculture sector. Agriculture provides food stuff to the 
increasing number of population and rapidly growing urban areas. 

 
 

v) The improvement of agriculture is essential to increase the income of the 
people. Thus the standard of living is related to the agricultural 
productivity. 
 

vi) Last but not the least, agricultural families provide fearless and brave 
young men for the armed forces of our country. 

 
The above factors establish the importance of agriculture in our economy and as 
such it is called the backbone of our country. 
 

 


